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Pattern of breaking the law. 
Liberals 'the most secretive government'--Clark 
government should imme- 
diately, rescind an order-in- 
council prohibiting any d/s- 
cussmn of the uranium 
cartel. 
"If the government of 
Canada has broken the law,. 
they have by.this order-.in- 
C0 ely , n 
e~nce, '  ~ea~ry  lea~er 
said. 
VKNCOUVER (CP) - -  
Progressive Conservative 
l~.e~, er Joe Clark demanded 
Wedneeday that the 
Trudeau government end a 
pattern ofcover-ulz that he 
said has made it ~he "most 
secretive government in the 
Western hemisphere." 
(hrk  told a news con- 
ferencetbetreeentinquiries" " "There is a pattern of 
in to  uranium price.fixing withholding from publh 
and RCMP handling of a tax ..scrutiny aclions by which 
evasien ease in Alberta have t~e goverm, ent..may have 
shown that there is "a broken memw.- 
Clark called on the ~aanstter~ of the government of 
bresidugthelaw... ~overnment to appoint an 
and then going out of its way independent counsel t¢ 
to hi~e the evidence of its advise the acting director of 
actieh=." the combines branch on any 
i Clark, Who arrived in inquiry into the govern- 
Vanebuver to begin a three- ment's involvement in the 
day_~, pre -Par l iamen l  cartel. 
meeu.ng with the Con- The lawyers now in- 
.'.~avauve caucus, said the veatigating the cartel are 
employed by the very men 
they may have to charge, 
Clark said, and an m- 
dependent counsel woulc 
lend credibility to the in- 
 uiry. 
Clark also demanded 
blication of a full report 
ore Parliament resumes 
on any agreement between 
the RCMP and Revenue 
Canada which gives the 
lice force access to con- 
cntial tax flies. 
In a statement released 
before the news conference, 
Clark said the report should 
include "an outline oi 
reCisely. what steps were 
ken co ensure that 
operations under the 
agreement were confined to 
the stated purpose of in- 
vestigating the financial 
Kitimat school board 
Trustees running 
By Ann Dmmmuir regulations announced• a cost of education and 
lleraidstaffwdter year ago. believes he can make a 
Two of the three school This ~/ear's tudents will contribution to the tom- 
.trustees whose terms end be thefirstto be affected by ' muni~ by serving on the 
thiaDeeamb~ have already the new, stricter standards, board. 
decided to run for re- "Ther. is a large gap "I am concerned that in the 
election Nov. 12. between intention and past we have made 
All are completing their implementation," Wagner significant dec~ions based 
first two-year terms on the said. "It is the board's on inadequate information 
Kitimat School Board, responsibility osee that the and believe that we can do 
Trustee Hans Wagner naid department's intent is better," Muir said. 
Wednesday hewill stand for served." 
re-electioni because he feels He is also pleased with the As an example of areas needing improvement, Muir 
his first term,was "aimost department's decision t¢ mentioned the number of 
an apprenticeship, standardize school tests 'teachers and classrooms 
"Tiiere is a lot to learn," throughout he province. 
Wagner said. "Board Wagner believes the new needed and the quality of 
members become more ,  regulations w i l l  help school equipment. 
Valuable with more ex- trustees judge the  ef- He wants to develop a more thorough system that 
perience." fectiveness of ,their school will also provide an oI~ 
He supports the education system, pertunlty for parents and 
department's new core Wagner said that in the 
CU/TInulum which stresses past, basic subjects have .taxpayers to voice their 'opinions. basic subjects like math and often been neglected in 
English. Wagner said he order to provide a wide Turstce Rick Wozn'ey has 
believes in fixed and defined variety of options, not yet decided whether to  
standards in education and Jim Muir will run again run for a second term. "I 
wantsto see more than "lip because he, is interested in haven't committed myself 
service" paid to the new the quality, diversity and yet," Wozney said. 
. ( I ~ 
dealings of organized 
crime," 
Clark said the govern- 
meat should offer full co- 
operation to the Laycraft 
Inquiry in Edmonton into 
RCMPhandling of the Royal 
American Shows tax eva- 
sion case, rather than ob- 
struct the inquiry in an 
apparent effor~ to hide its 
agreement with ~the RCMP. 
The Tory .leader said he 
supports the government's 
desire to control organized 
crime but "I don't believe 
that the.government of 
Canada should he allowed to 
break the laws and then hide 
the evidence." 
SCRUTINY NEEDED 
Clark said that over the 
long term, the government 
should enact "some system 
I 
in Canada like that in the 
United States to allow some 
_parliamentary scrutiny of 
the security activities of the 
government." 
Clark said a recent one 
point gain in Tory 
~p.~larity reported by a 
~Uonal pall has put him 
back among the supl~, ~ers 
of polls," but added he did 
not expect to regain the 
record support he had after 
his election to the party 
l~dership: . . . 
His party anucipates a 
spring election, he asid~ 
preened by a government 
'effort to "manipulate a 
constitutional crisis or unity 
CriSis," 
He attributed his own im- 
provement in the polls to a 
declining belief that "only 
the  lnerald 
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the prime minister can unite 
the country." 
• Clark laughed off 
questions about reports that 
Gordon Churnhiil~ a cabinet 
minister in the Diefenbaker 
vernment, has predicted 
e formation of a new party 
with John Diefenbaker and 
former Liberal fnance 
minister John Turner at its 
head. 
Weather 
#, low pressure area in the 
Gulf of Alaska has moved 
south, resulting in outflow 
conditions with winds from 
the north bringing sunny 
weather until Friday 
morning. Today's high 
will be 11 degrees 
Caledonla's Tremendous Trlke Tournament was held yesterday afternoon 
on the school grounds with teams of students and staff competing for first 
prize of an old carberator. Some of the tricycles were souped up, others 
were falling apart and still others were Just plain too small, sending Hders 
sprawling into puddles which were stratigicaHy placed around the 
treacherous course. 
Fire broke ~ut in a stable at Lion's Park in 
Thernhlll yesterday. Terrace Fir 
Department received a call at about 11 
a.m., then passed the word onto Thornhtll 
Volunteer Fire Department who arrived 
at the scene shortly afterward. Volunteer 
fireflghter Leon Prusko said the 15 
memherswho attended managed to save 
/14 d the 20 stalls in the stable. Prusko 
said it took flrefighters about 20 minutes 
to get the blaze under control and about an 
hour and a half to put it out because of 
several bush fires caused by sparks from 
the burning building. It appears the fire 
was caused by  someone setting a camp- 
fire in the building, Pursko said, but arson 
is not suspected. Damage estimates are 
not known. 
Freer trade seen by ministers 
at multilateral trade talks in 
Geneva. 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien, speaking after the 
meeting, said Canada 
stands to gain from freer 
trade but a balance would 
have to be reached so that 
every_ part of the country 
would benefit. 
Traditionally, the West 
and the Atlantic provinces 
have favored free 1rade but 
Ontario and Quebec have 
eferred some protection 
weaker indus~es. 
.~ But even Ontario 
Treasurer Darcy McKeough 
and Jacques Parizeau, 
Quebec's filmnce minister, 
agreed Wednesday' that 
trade liberalization is 
coming and it is time to help' 
weaker industries adjust o 
the change. ,. 
Chretien said there was a 
consensus that domestic in- 
dustries are Willing to face 
competition from Europe 
and the U~S. but were 
concerned about competing 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- Federal 
and provincial trade and fi- 
nance ministers approved a 
move toward freer trade 
Wednesday, but they also 
said some industries will 
require continued protection 
until the~/can meet foreign 
competition head-on. 
The general agreement 
came at the opening session 
of a twoday federal- 
provincial meeting. The 
first day centred onworld 
trade and Canada's position 
Kitimat and Port Angleles the remaining options 
with low,wage countries 
such as some in Asia. 
He said the federal 
government asked the 
provinces to identify their 
areas of concern, adding 
that the Geneva negotia- 
tions will set the trade 
patterns for the 1980s and 
1990s. 
ACCEPTS CHANGE 
McKeough, who during 
the meeting called for  
development of a national 
industrial policy, said the 
recogmzes freer trade is 
inevitable. 
It was necessary for the 
federal and provincial 
governments to pull 
together to overcome trade 
problems, although he 
conceded there would be a 
tendency for each province 
to look after its own in- 
terests. 
Nevertheless, McKeough 
said, there was a genuine 
feelln~ at the meeting that 
:trade m a national problem. 
Cherry point oil terminal killed in congress 
Tile' governor, although arguedwasen- 
shedenied she'had giventhe vironmentally fragile and 
proposal an official ~specially vulnerable to oil 
blessing, has said publicly spill damage. _ . 
that she believed establish- Under the Cherry t'oint 
ment of a, transshipment proposal submitted by 
port at Cherry Point had Trahs-Mountain Pipeline 
"much to recommend it." Co., Alaskan crude would be 
• That put her at odds with ~trnnsported to the ARC.O 
Mugnusen who sa.id he was refinery and then ois- 
oppbsed to any proposal .mac tributed to the midwest by 
would increase tan~er reversing the flow in a 
traffic on the sound which he pipe. line. linking the refinery 
• with Edmonton, Alta. From 
OLYMPiA, Wash. (AP) -  handled" on inner Puget The amendment language_ Edmonton the oil could be 
Congress dealt Governor Sound. is almost identical to a bill 
vlxy Lee Ray- a bitter defeat SENATE APPROVES approved by the .Legisiature dis tr i buted sou th wa J though an existing network 
Weanesday when it ap- - The proposal was ap- earlier uns year om vetoes of pipelines serving the 
~oved ~ sent o the White United States. ma~ proved unanimously_ by the by Ray. The governor said 
House a bill that effectively .So. nate Tuesday and by the at the time tlfe Legislature 
f0reeloses establishment of House Wednesday after had no right to interfere in Other proposals include 
an. oil superport on the Representat ive  J .ac siting of an oil l3ort, afunc- establishment of an oil port 
i n~an.d waters of Puget tmnningnam pursuaaea tion she stud rightly at Port Angeles and a trans- 
S0tma fellow conservative Re- belonged tothe state Energy Washington pipeline and a 
~Ray~ who has consistently publican Robert E. Bauman Facihty Site Evaluation terminal at Kitimat, B.C. 
~esded for at least con- of Marylandtowithdrawhis Council. Opponents of the Cherry 
klderation of an oil .,port a t  objection. Poin~ PrOPosal hailed the 
Cherry Point, wasn t ira= 
medi.ately availa.ble 
uuc  a source told the 
congressional action bu! 
tempered their enthusiasm 
with caution. 
"We now have to worry 
about he governor and the 
major oil companies 
mounting a major lobbying 
program in an effort to 
convince (President) Carter 
to veto the bill," said state 
Pep. King Lysen, chairman. 
of the House Energy ann 
Utilities Committee. 
Decision next few weeks 
Associated Press the 
.goVernor heeame aware o . f j h e w ,b ington ,  burndmOveupTUeSdaYin.theanWires"nighteffortanato to U .  o'S" favors Kitim at option 
stall congresmo.nai, cuon. 
The con~essmna~ move, SEATTLE, Wash. (APi -- Northern Tier's proposed because o f  a lack of Booker anticipates those have not bought a pipe or 
engineered by ~enacor The head of the Northern Port Angeles {erminal financial support." two lines will be Kitimat and dug a ditch," Curran said. 
Wsnre/l G. Magnuson, wa s Tier Pipeline Co., which would feed a pipeline Booker said he senses .a pipe]_ine planned to start at .The company's bank ac- 
eoveredinanamenamemm proposes to build an oil stretching to the ~fldwest. "overwhelming sapport" in l~ongBeach, Calif. count was about $500,000 
a'/routine bill which ex- superport at Port Angeles, Curran said in a telephone Washington, D.C., for a 
tended the federal marine Wash., said Tuesday he intereview that the Men- Kitimat, B,C. oil superport, B6nker said the Kitimat Tuesday morning, he added. 
mammal protection pro- disagrees .with a published tanahased firm is finan- rather than one fromPort pro pgsal is favored over Curran said the seven 
gram. ,  statement of Rep. Don cially healthy and con- Angeles. . Northern Tier's because it . Northern Tier partners "up 
The language of the Booker that the firm is near tinuing its pipeline cam- Fie said he expects has firm financial becking to this point are still in. I 
amendment prohibits collapse, paign. "within the next couple of and considerable Canadian think it's a more solid 
"construction, renovating, weeks" a decision w-ill he suppOrtwasmngtonandcongressmenbecause wasPr°jectl8 o thsbY far nOWago.,,than it 
modifying or otherwise "He is just fiat wrong,'" B0nker, a Democrat made on where to build one oppose oil shipment througn The partners are Mapeo 
altering of terminals, docks said J. Michael Curran, whose district includes Port or two major West Coast oil PugetSound tothe Midwest. Inc. of Tulsa, Okla.; 
or other facilities which will Northern Tier president Angeles, said in a por~ to handle Alaskan 
or may result in.any in: "We're stlll in business and newspaper  in terv ie  crune and other countries' "Our ihvestment todate is Western Crude Inc. of 
crease in the volume el hard at itand plan to be in Tuesday, "Northern Tier oil for shipment to the more than $3.5 million and Denver, Colorado; Bur- 
crude oil capable of being the years ahead," right now is near collapse Midwest. " that is just for permits. We lington Northern Railroad; 
the Milwaukee Road; Butler 
Associates of Tulsa; Pat 
McDonnough, an in- 
dependent oil and gas 
operator in Billings, Mont.; 
and Curran. 
Curran was in 
Washington, D.C., Tuesday 
to testify before a 
Confessional committee on 
le~slation that would ex- 
pedite the environment! 
permits required by t~ 
Department of Interior and 
l im i t l  env i ronmen 
lawsuits. 
WANTED SECRET 
His sentiment was echoed 
I~o a spokesman for the 
rthern Tier Pipeline 
company who said 
.Magnusen and other 
memoers of the state's 
congressional delegatior. 
had hoped to keep the move 
uneer wraps until the bill 
had been signed into law. 
The Northern Tier 
spokesman also said signing 
of the bill by the president 
would "help Northern Tier 
to obtain additional 
financial support from 
Midwest refineries." 
Trans-Mountain Pipeline 
Co. secretary Glen I~ing 
said he was "surprised by 
the action. But he said the 
company would have no 
further comment until it had 
a chance to evaluate the 
development. 
Rep. Lloyd Meeds of 
Everett, Wash., saw the 
• action as a clear message to 
those who support the 
Trans-Mountain plan. 
"Those who keep pressing 
for ~he Cherry Point 
proposal should get the 
message now," he said. 
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Hydro lines to reach 
here by next year 
Houston end of the line and 
~hroceed through to Terrace. 
is portion of work is 
expect~l to be completed in 
time to energize the new 
Skeans Substation by Oc- 
taber, 1978. 
The project also includes 
a new 500,000 volt substation 
now under construction near 
Telkwa about 15 miles east 
of smilhers. 
Equipment employed on 
transmission line con- 
struction oncludes heavy 
tractors and two 45-ton 
cranes for tower erection. In 
more rugged areas 
helicopters are being used. 
In preparation for com- 
pletion of the project, the 
existing transmission line 
between Williston Sub- 
stations and Glenannan 
Substation will be converted 
from 138,000 volts to 500,000 
volts this year. The entire 
line through to Terrace will 
later be energized at 500,000 
volts. 
The new Telkwa Sub- 
station will be tied into the 
existing transmission line to 
Smithers and will provide 
added security of service to 
the Smithers-Houston area 
Hydro News 
:: Release 
:: Power from C.C. Hydro's 
i:integrated system is 
"scheduled to reach as far 
west as Prince Rupert by 
October. 1978. 
l~eluded in the westward 
ma~ch of Peace River 
power will be the towns of 
Kitimat and Terrace. 
Currently the three towns 
receive power from Alcan at 
Kitimat by a 287,000 volt 
transmission line from 
Kitimat via Terrace to 
Prince Rupert. B.C. Hydro 
:generates some diesel 
power at Prince Rupert but 
not  enough to meet the 
vresent demand. 
Work on the first leg of the 
500,000 volt transmission 
line designed to link the 
North Coast with the in- 
tegrated power grid started 
10 years ago with con- 
struction of a line between 
Williston Substation near 
Prince George to Glanannan 
..Substation near Endako. 
~: The line was later ex- 
~tended westward to a point 
~just north of Houston. 
:: From this point work 
=~ PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
~!(CP) -- A Northwood Pulp 
-:~nill employee who died 
~uring a poisonous gas leak 
i!at the mill complained of 
:'smelling gas 90 minutes 
:~before he was overcome, a
:corner's inquest has been 
,!told. 
~: Chester Sullivan, the 
!bleach plant operator at the 
:mill, testified Tuesday that 
Walter Langdon-Davies, 36, 
Smelled the hydrogen 
sulphide gas ,Aug. 12, hut 
continued work when it ap- 
~ared to clear uP. 
: Sullivan said it'was quite 
tommon to smell the gas, 
~hich in this case was 
Created when chemicals 
Used in the mill's cooking 
and bleaching process came 
together in unsafe levels. 
started to extend the 
transmission line about 100 
miles through to the Skeena 
Substation near Terrace. 
Footings for transmission 
towers were completed 
along the entire length of the 
line and tower erection 
commenced. 
To date about 53 miles of 
towers are in place on the 
eastern end of the 100-mile- 
long section between 
Houston and Terrace and 10 
miles of towers are in place 
east of Terrace. 
To close the gap Hydro 
construction crews will 
erect towers through the 
rugged Telkwa Pass next 
~mear when warmer weather 
the area will be more 
suitable for this type of 
work. 
Construction will stop for 
about a three month period 
this winter but is expected to 
start again sometime in 
February in the less rugged 
areas while the ground is 
still frozen and heavy 
equj.'p.me.nt can operate. 
With the aid of helicopters 
stringing of conductor will 
commence from the 
Pulp worker 
Smelled gas before death 
suitable respirators were 
available, so all 14 injured 
men except Langdon-Davies 
were carried to the control 
room where a pressure 
system held the gas at bay. 
Langdon-Davies ha  
fallen into a vat and was not 
found for some time, Dixon 
said. 
Dr. Richard Louie, a 
~eoath01ogist at Prince 
rge Regional Hospital, 
• testified that Langdon- 
Davies died as a result of 
hydrogen sulphide 
poisoning. 
He said that can- 
centrations of 1,000 parts 
per million of gas in the air 
are needed to cause death, 
but in that concentration, 
the gas is as deadly as 
cyanide. 
The inquest continues. 
Albert Dixon, mill 
superintendent, said the 
mixture developed when a 
valve designed to divert 
spent acid was blocked 
open. The accumulation of 
acid could not be neutralized 
~..rly and the gas for- 
Dixon said the valve had 
been taken out and serviced 
only a week before the 
accident, but began to 
malfunction. Workers were 
aware of the problem, he 
said, but not how crucial it 
was to safety. 
He said that when 
LangdonDavies begs 
passing out from the gas, he 
and other men in the coptrol 
room had begun carrying 
them to safety,. 
Dixon snio only three 
Jumbo jet delayed 
Bomb threat searched 
terviewed by RCMP while 
the aircraft was searched. 
There was no sign of panic 
as the passengers filed from 
a rear exit of the aircraft o 
waiting shuttle buses. 
• The captain and crew re- 
mained aboard to assist 
~OloeiCe in the search of the 
ing 747 which taxied 
about a mile past the ter- 
minal. 
Northorp said he had no 
information on who left the 
bomb threat note on the 
aircraft but said he doubted 
that a passenger was 
responsible. 
Incoming flights were 
diverted when the drama 
'began but the airport was 
functioning normally during 
the search of the aircraft 
and the baggage that was 
removed from zt. 
The baggage was piled on 
the tarmac near the aircraft 
and passengers were asked 
to reclaim it and allow 
police to search it. 
• By GEOFF MEGGs 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
bomb threat drama aboard 
a Pan American Airlines 
~ mbo jet wound down ednesday night as the 
plane and baggage of 290 
passengers was searched at 
Vancouver International 
ASsort. 
e aircraft Was en route 
to Tokyo from San Fran- 
cisco when it was diverted 
here after a note saying 
bombs were aboard was 
found in a washroom. 
Passengers and the air- 
craft remained here 
overnight after 40 RCMP 
and tracking dogs swarmed 
over the aircraft and 
~ssengers'  luggage. No 
tubers were found. 
The airport was closed for 
onehour and 10 minutes be- 
cause of the bomb threat 
which Pan Am spokesman 
Bruce Miller said in an 
interview from Seattle was 
"just a hoax." 
FLIGHT TO RESUME 
Miller said the passengers 
would board the same 
aircraft at 9a.m. PDT today 
to resume the flight to 
Tokyo. 
There was no estimate of 
the cost of the disruption to 
the airport or the airline. 
"There was no suggestion 
that there was any 
shijacking," RCMP 
uper intendent  Bruc 
Northorp said in an in- 
terview but he said police 
did not treat the bomb 
threat note as a hoax. 
Inspector Harry Hodgson 
said late Wednesday night 
that police still had a lot of 
work to do on the vase. 
Most of the search of the 
plane was carried out in 
darkness and police played 
searchlights over the 
fuselage of the giant air- 
craft. 
Passengers were taken o 
the airport's international 
arrival area to be in- 
Money owing 
Grave stone removed 
allowed to pay in in- 
stallments because of her 
distress at the time of the 
death. 
He said while the woman 
claims to have paid the debt, 
the company has no record 
of receiving payment and 
she has no receipt. 
"If we allowed emotions 
to become a factor it would 
be hard to operate a 
business," said Tansey 
"I'm no happier about his 
than she is." 
He said the company 
warned her in July that the 
headstone would be 
removed if the account 
wasn't settled, but it waited 
until Sept. 20 before taking it 
out. 
The company has now de- 
cided this is an "exceptional 
circumstance," said Tan- 
sey, and it will reinstall the 
headstone. 
SURREY, B.C. (CP)--A grave of her daughter 
heart-broken mother said Donna, 31 when she died, 
Tuesday she cried over her and find the headstone 
daughter's grave after missing. 
cemetary workmen "I" 
removed the headstone went to take some 
from it because they flowers and was greeted 
claimed she still owes $200 with a huge hole in her 
on the bronze monument, grave where they had 
removed her headstone. If
Mrs. Carol Ferriday, 52, I'd had a bad heart, there 
of nearby Richmond said would have been another 
she was told by officials of body in that grave. 
the Valley View Cometary 
in this Vancouver-area DOESN'T UNDERSTAND 
municipality that the "I don't understand how 
headstone would not be re- they could do it. The 
placed until the $200 was. cemetary office blatently 
paid. informedme they had taken 
She claims that she owes it out because I owed them 
no money on it. $200. I know I do not." 
Bill Tansey, cemetary Tansey said his company 
,:,:~nager, told a reporter has gone out of its way to 
~:'~t ;he company has now help the woman. While it 
dccJd,~d reinstall the dcl~:s not normally allow 
!'~:~.d~tone. hc~tones to be installed 
Mrs. ,'%rriday Said she until they are paid for, he 
was~hock~d toarrive at the said Mrs. Ferriday was 
/,//If/C 
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FEATURING THIS WEEK 
Steam Cleaners... 
1;i RENTALS 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 5:30 p.m. -Tues. 9 a.I 
(share it with your friends) 
 .. GORDON & ANDERSON ,,,--,, LTD. 
Hours: Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Frnday 9 a.m. to $ p.m. 
$16.00 9 a.m. - 6 pnm. or 6 psm. - 9 a.m. 
(oleaner optional) 
Good feeling at 
CASNP's first mee i.ng 
A newly formed CASNP. The group also CASNP provides a source of 
organization of non-native discussed their firstproject up to date infremation on 
people whose aim it is to in the area, which will be-to contemporary native at- 
support native group~ held help raise funds for the new fairs. 
its first meeting Monday $10,000 S/nithers Friendship 
night in Smithers. Centre. The association, through 
its national, regional and Elizabeth Grosch, CASh'  is a national local membership, is a organizer of the Canadian 
As~ciationin Support of the voluntary organization with means where native people 
Native Peoples (CASNP), 5,000 members across the can inform the public of 
said it was a successful country. Its two main aims their aims. CASNP works 
meeting which attracted are to promote awareness closely with native leaders 
about 60 people from Prince and understanding among and groups to develop 
George to Terrace. non-native Canadians for --programs of this nature. 
"There was a really good native efforts and 
fealingfrom the audience," achievements and to assist For more information on 
Grosch said of the meeting, native people when this group write CASNP, 
A number of people joined requested, to locate and Northern B.C. Chapter, Box 
the organization at the develop resources. 3083, Smithers, B.C., or 
meeting and organizers ThroUgh its library and phone Elizabeth Grosch at 
answered questions about in fo rmat ion  service~ 847-3054. 
Women's group alive 
and well in Terrace • • .Oopah-ing their way into the hearts of a free concert before playing last night at 
these Thornhill Secondary School the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The band is 
The Women's Studies The program coordinator, teach sections of other studen~ is the 33-member Salvation composed of the Army's best musicians, 
AdvisoryCommitteeis alive Jeanne Nakoneclmy, was courses andthat in order to Army CANADIAN Staff Band, which gave mostly from the Toronto area. Band- 
and well and meeting in hired August, 1976 to reach more [eople, more - - -  
Terrace. ' develop courses, workshops prepatoryworl;shopsshould O n e  c o u n c i l l o r  running When the Northwest and seminars, be held • hich would serve 
Community College wa.~ the desires of a particular 
established in 1975 the September 17th, 1977 the area a part-time secretary- 
Women's Studies Advisory coordinator will be hired to philosophy of educatiot 
emphasized that certak Committee and program assist the Women's tudies Herald staff counselling. "I want to can say the pipeline would 
traditionally disadvantaged coordinator met to review program coordinator and groups would be given the past' year and to make Advirsory Committee and So far, only Aid. Lee Ellis make Kitimat a better place be a good thing for has decided to run for re- for people to five," Ellis Kitimat," she said. 
specml- educational an. sure recommendations to . said. we are encourage a further "It's fine to talk about he 
courngment. The Women's try to meet he needs of the development of the Women election. Though she is not yet She believes a seat on national interest," she said, 
Studies program grew from area in the most an- Studies program in those ready to state her elections council gives her an op- "but I'm elected to look out 
this philosophy and was compassing way. These areas which have not yet platform, Ellis said her portunlty to "keep chipping for the people of Kitimat." 
augmented by community recommendations are that been contacted, main interesis lie in the area away," at politicians to Aid. Joe Banyay, a 
demands voiced by women's Women's STudies be JoanneNakonechny is groups throughout the present under the umbrella very interested in what is of social services, provide better services, member of council for the 
region, of Sociology, atlest one happening in each com- She feels the provincial Ellis, unlike the majority past 12 years, has not yet 
• The Women's Studies course being the Sociology munity and what you would government tends to treat of council members, does decided whether he will run 
Kitimat as"a backwater, a not want the Kitimat Oil for re-election. 
Advisory Committee con- of Women and that it be like to happen. Whe will be baH-community." pipeline stablished. "There Ron Barnett, finishing his 
sisting of representatives of incorporated in various in Smithers, Tuesday, Services are centralized are too many questions that first term as alderman, is 
various women's groups academic disciplines in Hazelton, Wednesdays, and in Terrace though Kitimat need answering before we also undecided. 
from the Queen Charlette order to facilitate a greater Terrace, Thursday and can has just as many social 
Islands to Houston, was understanding of women in be reached through the problems," Ellis said. She 
formed to adivsa and direct society. For example, the College or Box 726, Terrace, mentioned the need for HORTHW00D PULP  LTDs  
the growth of this program, pro~am coordinator would B.C. psychiatric and famioly 
Learning French is fun [Pol ice ! smlalL, mism 
at Child's Garden classes ,ousm,, u .  : ( beat Children between the ages terested parents from both classes. Parents will be . needs experienced Sawmill and Planermill Personnel 
3 and 5will be able to learn French and English expposed to French while the~. iFrench language speakiug'~id~g¢ounds and taking turns helping out in  Three separate burgle'y , ; . MILLWRIGHTS (Certified) PLANERMEN(No.! Qualifications) : 
~ fun ,an.d play when will lq~ate i~!~tlm Calrence the classes, alarms were received b: 
Le Jai'din D Enfance, The Michiel' SChool. Terrace RCMP Tuesday A wide range of benefits are available Including subsidized 
Child's Garden" starts Nov. Ariane Briand, a former Enrollment is limlited to night. Dental Plan. The wages are in accordance with the I.W.A. 
teacher from Quebec, will 10 students per class with a The alarms came in at Contract in effect. 
I 'A  project of the Terrace conduct the twice weekly, fea of ~0 per month. More 10:15 p.m., midnight and 
Association for the Cultural 1]/2 hour sessions. She will information may be obr 1:40 a.m. but all proved to Houston is located in the Bulkily Valley 190 miles west of 
Enrichment of Young endeavour to teach Frecnh tained from registrar be false upon investigation, prince George on Highway 15. Hunting, fishing and other. 
At about 11:30 in the Childrens, the schoolis a co- through fun, play, games, Marsha Kidd 5-2620 or outdoor opportunities combined with modern schools and 
operaUve venture of in- and songs, not structured Tresurer Dawn Martin 5- evening, police attended at shopping facilities to make Houston a very attractive 
3418. the 4700 block Park Avenue community in which to live. Living accommodations are Ski courses school's most after receivingacomplalnt available. 
pressing need now is of aprowler. 
equipment suitable to play A complete search was Applicants are asked to apply in writing describing 
H u b  City o ,ou, children.games, Anyone made of  the area, but quallfi.flonsandexl~rlen©eto: 
;1~ with toys, puzzles, nothin.l~, turned up. Police 
JL£J. blocks, dress-up clothes call are stm investigating. The Personnel Supervisor, 
Carol S harples 5.3345. Police also made a NORTHWOOD PULP LTD., 
Ski instructors who are terested in attending you complete search of the Mills Cox lea, 
members of the Canaidan are asked to write to Loma Co-ordinator of the group Memorialhospital area, this Houston, B.C. 
Ski Instructors' Alliance, Brown, 5899 Trent Drive, is Ashley Proceviat and Alia time looking for a bear. V0J Izo 
who have level two or three Prince George, B.C. V2N CHEN Wing is in charge of The animal, however, was 
qualifications and who are 2G2. licensing procedures, not found. 
due for their three-year For skiers who would like 
refresher course in 1978, to learn how to teach others, 
may have a chance to take there will be several evel 
the refresher in Prince one courses given in corn- 
, munities throughtou the f~ George.this winter. ~' northern zone (area in- 
Members of the Northern clnded is everythng north of ? O U  - - I v 6  Zone Committee ofthe CSIA 100 Mile House). These 
are asking the national courses are two days long 
executive to consider and are intended to teach 
holdin~ the two-day course the intermediate skiier how 
in Prince George. Their to teach beginners)safely. 
answer may depend on the " For a schedule of courses 
probable number of par- in your area write Loma 
ticipants, so if you are in- BroWn at the above address. 
' onTerracec°urtpr°eeedingsthe dock t " 
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master Robert Redhead has composed 
and arranged much of its material. The 
band is on a tour of western Canada. 
SECRETARY 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Limited 
has a forthcoming requirement for a 
fully qualified confidential secretary at 
its Northern Pulp Operations in Prince 
Rupert. 
Reporting to the general manager, the 
successful candidate will perform a 
variety of duties related to this senior 
secretarial position. 
Candidates with well developed in- 
terpersonal and secretarial skills, 
preferably with shorthand and dic- 
taphone, and with a minimum of $ years 
related experience are invited to apply. 
Relocation assistance and a com- 
prehensive benefit package is available 
in addition to an excellent starting 
sa la ry . . .  
, . :  ' .h" :  " : ' : -~ , " :  • ; :  ' J 
Interested Persons should forward a 
confidentia I resume outlining 
qualifications and work history to: 
Personnel Supervisor 
6.R. Hudson, 
CANADIAN CELLULOSE COMPANY, 
LIMITED 
& 
Canadian ~ 
Northern Pulp Operations 
P.0. Box 1000, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Until 
Ida'/ Two .~.rsons were automobile without the charged with possission of owner's permission. 
marijuana in Terrace Court was told that 0 " I  i l l  0 W ~ ,  
provincial court yesterday. Clayton, and flee juveniles t O  g 6 1  O U  t Randolph Tait plea ed took the car for a ride after 
gufl~ to possession of one finding it parked on Kalum 
marljuana cigarette, ap. with the keys in the i~nition 
proximately one gram, and the motor runmng on 
discovered Sept. 24 when he 
was brought o the Terrace 
RCMP detachment on  
Se•at•mber 25. e McCallum pleaded 
gu] ilty to four counts of 
another matter, failing to notify the 
Court was told Tait has a gover, nment of excess 
previous record of traf- payment onherGuarenteed 
ticking, escaping lawful Available Income for Need ~ 
custody and being cheques. 
unlawfully at large. Total earned by Mc- 
Regardless of Tait's past Callum which was not 
record, Judge Selwyn declared was $234. B.C. Ters long distance you can dial direct (119_) to So mosey on over toyour 
Romilly said he would not Judge Romilly asked for a weekend rates are worth most places in British telephone this weekend. And 
joint",eendthemanand to j ilinstead "for onefined pre-sentenceoctober 26. report for leaving town for. I Columbia* for~ust 35¢ or  less find out what the gangs A 
him $10. ' ' The following persons Because between 5 p.m. per minute (nunimum charge been u]~-~::: 
up o. a.C. TEL Donald McLaren pleaded were charged with driving Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday 23c per call). guilty to possession of one- with a blood alcohol evel in 
half ounce of marijuana excess of .05: 
discovered when he was Ronald Barrick," on 
searched by police on July September 25, reading of 
30. .17: $150 fine and six months ~ "Rate does not apply t,n calls t'rom the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and u, s~me Northern pt,ints nt,t ~rvcd by B.C. Tel. 
He was fined $15. probation. 
Gordon Clayton was Graham Milne, on Set- 
placed" on three months pember 30, readings of .19. 
probation for driving an and .17: fined $300. 
Powerful new battery aids 
, may make electric cars real Mounties sure 
(Kltlmat). 632.6209 VANCOUVER (CP) - -  An get their 
eleetric celi that will store 10 cell are non-caustic and man 
PUBLISHER... W.R. (BILL) LOISELLE 
MANAGJNG E~plTOR... STU DUCKLOW 
Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum St. Terrace B.C. A 
member of Varified Clrculatlon. Authorized rs second class 
mall. Registration umber 1201. Postage pak. , cash., ret~'n 
postage guaranteed. 
NOTE OF¢OPYRIGHT 
times as much energy as 
conventional lead-acid 
batteries has been suc- 
.cessfuily tested by 
University of British 
Columbia researchers, 
physicist Rudi Haering said 
Monday. 
Fast, long-range lectric 
The Herald retain,- full,complete and sole copyright In any ears wil l  soon be a reality, 
advertisement produced and.or any. editorial or thanks to the super light- 
photographic ontent published In the'Herald. Reproduction weight cell, predicted 
Is not permlfled without the written permission of the Etaei-ing, leader of the team 
Publisher. working on the device, and 
even greater benefits 
" - ' --=' come with use of the ~Y 
j . In terpret ing  The  News 
One tiny step 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  The tentative agreement between 
~residant Carter and Israeli Foreign Minister Meshe 
~)ayan on resuming Geneva talks repres.e.n~ only .a tiny 
~tep on the entangled road to peace in me Minme ~ast. 
The agreement capped five days of dramatic devslop- 
~nents that began with an unusual joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
~teclaration that called for Middle East peace and Israeli 
~tvithdrawal from occupied territories. 
But a peace settlement remains almost as far away as 
~ver. 
Despite the headlines, the joint diplomatic offensive by 
~he superpowers and Carter's peech to the United Nations, 
~niy a preliminary procedural move has been made. 
~Even if the procedural dvance ultimately results in for- 
~i~al peace talks, all the substantive issues that have kept 
the Arab-Israeli conflict going for three decades will still 
remain. 
DANGER REMAINS 
And the danager of war would not end abruptly if such a 
treaty were ever signed. Years of political and cultural 
adjustment would he required before any country could feel 
secure. 
One measure of the frustrating difficulties confronting 
would-be peacemakers is the reaction to the U:S. statement 
that "the legitimate rights of the Palestinians must be 
recognized," a statement made both in the joint declaration 
and in Carter's UN speech. 
In almost any other situation, such a statement would be 
treated as vague moralism to which no one could object. 
The dispute would be over defining what "legitimate 
rights" are in practice. 
But in the emotiunaliy-supercharged Mid le East, those 
seemingly innocuous words aroused strong protests. In. 
fluential supporters of Israel in the United States added 
their objectmns. 
The reasoning behind the protests is that reference to 
Paiestinian "rights" may imply acceptance of a 
Palestinian state and recognition of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, two positions that Israel has flatly 
rejected. 
SEE DIFFERENCE ~ ': ............ 
Sensitive spokesmen ~aseerted.that there is a marked 
difference between past U.S;~-statements endorsing 
Palestinian "legitimate interests" and the new statements 
in favor of "legitimate rights." 
Some Arab officials, for their part, were cool to the U.S.- 
U.S.S.R. call for "establishment of normal peaceful 
relations." 
While the semantic ontroversies continue, the arma- 
ments of beth sides increase, permanent Israeli settlements 
spread throughout he occupied territories and new 
generations grow up in the atmosphere of hostility. 
If, after three, decades of war and international politics, 
spokesmen for both sides cannot bring themselves even to 
pay lip service to such phrases as "legitimate rights" and 
"normal peaceful relations," then a peaceful resolution of 
the conflict may have to await 21-st-century statesmen. 
For the peacemakers of today, engaged inthe frustrating 
but necessary task of inching through proceaurm ano 
semantic obstacles, the only reward may be hope that heir 
successors will be more fortunate. 
teries to store hydro and 
wind power. 
Production of the first 
commercial prototype is 
only months away, he said 
in an interview. 
B.C. mining companies 
are interested in the device, 
which uses molybdenum 
sulphide, a product of B.C. 
mines, he added. 
A deal with them should 
be worked out soon to set up 
Today inhistory 
Oct. 6, 1977 
William Tyndale, English 
translator fthe Bible and a 
church reformer, was 
strangled and burned at the 
stake in Brussels 441 years 
ago today-- in 1536--by 
order of Emperor Charles V 
of the Holy Roman Empire. 
Tyndale had been exiled 
since he began his trans- 
lation in 1524. Before is 
death e completed the New 
Testament, which formed 
the basis of the 1611 version. 
1809--John W. Griffiths, 
developer of the clipper 
ship, was born. 
1837--Samuel F. B. Morse 
filed for a patent on his im- 
proved telegraph. 
1889--Thomas Edison 
exhibited his kinetoscope. 
1890--The Mormon 
Church abolished 
polygamy. 
1892--Alfred, Lord Ten- 
nyson, English poet, was 
bern. 
"He told me to throw it as hard as I could." 
a development company t~ 
produce prototype batteries, 
and perhaps two .months 
more will be required to 
produce the first batteries, 
he said. 
The .cell is many times 
more efficient than any 
other type, said Haering, 
and is free from many of the 
problems hedevilling other 
novel batteries. 
SIMILAR PROGRESS 
He said he knows of only 
one other group, Exxon 
Engineering inLinden, N.J., 
which has made significant 
progress on a similar cell. 
Exxon, he said, is ahead in 
developing a working 
battery and are about to 
build a pilot plant. 
But the UBC ceil, when it 
comes out, should be 
cheaper because it uses a 
natural ore only crudely 
refined, said Haering, while 
the Exxon cell is based on 
titanium sulphide, which 
must be synthesized and 
crystallized in a furnace 
under vacuum. 
Manitoba election 
Exxon plans to market i s 
battery for about $40, about 
$10 cheaper than a .con- 
ventional lead storage 
battery of the same 
capacity. 
Haering said the' new bat- 
teries will be able to store 
around a half a kilowatt- 
hour of energy for each 
kilogram of material in the 
electrodes. That's more 
than 10 times as much' 
energy for a given weight as 
the best lead batteries. 
Weight has been the 
principal barrier preventing 
development of com- 
mercially attractive electric 
automobiles. Stuffed to ca- 
pacity with lead batteries, 
the experimental cars still 
had a limited range and top 
speed. 
TARGET WITHIN REACH 
With the new batteries,. 
the target figures of a 300- 
mile daily range and about 
95-kilometres an hour top 
speed are well within reach 
for the pollution,f~e car. 
The chemicals in the UBC 
relatively non-toxic, and the 
cell operates at room 
temperature. 
Even more important 
than electric cars is the 
o~Ssibility of using the cells 
store electric energy 
produced by hydro, wind or 
solar power. Cheap, reliable 
storage would enable 
utilities to store energy for 
periods of peak demand or 
low product-lon, reducing the 
size of the generating in- 
stallations needed. 
Molybdenum sulphide, the 
basis of the UBC cells, is one 
of a family of 27 related 
chemicals called the 
transition metal dich- 
alcogenidns. The molecules 
are arranged in layers 
which are only weakly 
bound together. 
The spaces between the 
layers are open enough that 
small ions can diffuse in 
between. Metal ions, like 
lithium and sodium, find the 
spaces especially at- 
tractive, hurrying in from 
outside, which is the key to 
the battery action. 
The UBC test cell has one 
lithium electrode and one 
molybdenum sul])hide 
electrode. When a rare is 
connected across the 
electrodes, current flows, as 
charged lithium inns flow 
across the cell and fill up the 
spaces between the layers of 
molybdenum sulphide mole- 
eulee. 
CURRENT CHANGED 
The cell is recharged, as 
in a conventional cell, by 
passing acurrent through in 
the opposite, direction. That 
turfs out the lithium ions, 
which return to the lithium 
electrode. 
The test cell has been put 
through dozens of charge 
and discharg`e cycles with 
no apparent ill effects, said 
Haering. . 
One example Haaring 
gave was the use of a wire 
grid as the basis of the' 
molybdenum sulphide 
electrode. The grid im- 
proves the electrical:contact 
and strengthens the elec- 
trOde. 
Haering started the work 
in January after a lunch 
hour bull session with 
research associate James 
Stiles about an Exxon 
publication on the battery 
work. 
The two, with chemist 
Nelson Shen and three 
graduate students, have 
worked since then to im- 
prove the design. 
Rambling Schreyer has voter appeal 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Manitoba Premier Ed 
Schreyer hardly resembles 
the stereothpe of the suc- 
cessful politician. 
He is anything but slick. 
His speeches tend to be 
rambhng and unpolished. 
He says he enjoys getting 
out in public but he often 
seems the reluctant candi- 
date, holding himself back 
as if he were too shy or too 
polite to impose himself on 
voters. 
"I enjoy meeting- people 
very much and especially 
this campaign, and yet 
sometimes, quite often, I 
have the sense of intruding 
on someone's privacy," he 
says. 
"Sometimes that goes 
through my mind and I may 
give the appearance of 
holding back before ap- 
preaching a person. But if 
there are two or more 
election, Schreyer does not 
appear to have lost personal 
popularity with eight years 
of intense public exposure 
and the rigors of office. 
However, the Oct. 11 
election may be the biggest 
challenge of the promier's 
political career. Although 
many of the programs in- 
troduced by the NDP since 
1969 have been well- 
received, most observers 
'look for a tight race between 
the New Democrats and 
Progressive Conservatives. 
The standings in the 57- 
seat legislature at 
dissolut ion--31 New 
Democrats, 23 Con- 
servatives and three 
Liberals-- don't reflect::.~e 
closeness of many 
dlviduai races in the 197~ 
election. 
CITES VOTE PATTERNS 
Schreyer says .the cJiff- 
hanger that has apparently 
people, I don't think you'd developed is understandable 
findthat." in terms of traditional 
voting preferences and the 
In spite of these relative strength of the NDP 
qualities--or perhap~ and the Tories federally. 
because of them-- "The Conservatives have 
Schreyer's appeal as an organizational strength of a 
individual and as leader of machine kind because of the 
the New Democratic Party federal politics of our 
is beyondquestion, country, and that is a 
APPEALS TO VOTERS problem we have to cope 
Schreyer's success in with. 
appealing to voters, con- "And second is sheer 
ceded even by his political historical inertia. Not as 
opponents, dates back to his many people today as in the 
first campaign for the past, but still some, simply 
legislature in 1958. He vote on a sort of historical 
switched to federal politics antecedent basis." 
with his election to the Schreyer faces a 
House of Commons in 1965 challenge from the Con- 
but returned to the province servatives in his own 
just before the 1969 general Winnipeg riding of Ros- 
election to win the NDP smere, which he held by 
leadership and lead the onl), 588 votes in 1973. He 
party to an upset victory, insists he will do better in 
Now 41 and ieading the this year's contest; the 
party into a third general Tories, naturally disagree. 
The premier is spending 
relatively little time in 
Rossmere this year, but his 
presence has not gone un- 
noticed. The NDP arranged 
a rousing welcome for him 
at his nominating meeting 
last month and Schreyer has 
put on a number of neigh- 
borhood barbecues in his 
baekyard that at t racted 
hundreds of people. 
PROUD OF RECORD 
Another special campaign 
activity this year has been 
the premier's appearance 
before gatherings of pen- 
sioners. 
New Democrats take 
ride in what hey have done 
r. the elderly since 1969 and 
Schreyer never seems to 
tire of reminding them of 
these programs. 
Indeed, his favorite kind 
of speech to any forum is 
one that compares his own 
government's record in 
office with that of the two 
Conservative governments 
that preceded it. 
Schreyer says he doesn't 
want to be seen as the 
traditional type of politician 
who runs on promises alone, 
especially at a time of 
restraint for both indi- 
viduals and governments. 
"My understanding of the 
public mood and spirit is 
that they would rather like 
to know if we intend to build 
prudently and gradually, 
but steadily, on the basis of 
the foundation we placed in 
various programs in the last 
several years." 
Although it initially 
promised a forward-looking 
campaign, the party has few 
new ideas in its election 
platform. Schreyer sa~.s 
many future programs will 
be extensions ofwhat has al- 
ready been done. 
The NDP is campaigning 
under the slogan "leader- 
ship you can trust," which 
party officials say refers to 
the entire Schreyer team 
but which is most often 
taken to refer to the premier 
personally. 
Those who know Schroyer 
well consider him a "team 
player" who exerts a con- 
siderable influence within 
cabinet and the party 
caucus but prefers to 
operate by consensus and 
rarely tries to im~ee his 
personal views on his col- 
leagues. 
This has led to opposition 
charges that the premier is 
unable to control his own 
cabinet. 
The opposition parties 
have also sought to sway 
voters from the NDP with 
suggestions about 
Schreyer's early departure 
from provincial politics and 
fears that his successor will 
be less capable and less 
mOderate. 
The premier has made 
several clear statements 
during the present cam- 
paign of his intention of 
serving a full term if his 
party is re-elected, but he 
continues to hedge on his 
future should the NDP lose. 
"I made a very clear and 
solemn commitment that if 
we receive a mandate from 
the people of Manitoba, we 
have the responsibility to 
conduct government on 
their behalf-and I regard it 
as simply out of the question 
to leave in mid-stream. I 
will serve out the mandate." 
But on the question of a 
full term as leader of the 
Opposition in the 
legislature, he adds: "I just 
don t want o say any more. 
The other is all hypothe- 
tical." 
On a recent business trip 
from Vancouver to Kifimat 
after about 1,300 miles 
carefully watching my 
speed-55 to60 mflesper hour 
(90 to 100 kmhj aria au roau 
signs and observing the new 
seatbelt law as of Ocother 1, 
I arrived the final lap. bet- 
ween Terrace and Kitlmat 
on a lone stretch of highway, 
on Ocotbe~" 3, 1977, 2:30p.m. 
To be more detailed, [add 
that I drive a small car for 
economy reasons. 
It rea]ly roars ar 65 mph 
in the prairies where the 
speed limit is 70 and I need 
second gear going up a 
slight long hi l l .  I drive 
50,000 to 60,000 miles a year 
and have never been in an 
accident. 
Wha I rounded a turn in 
the lone highway, I suddenly 
noticed a cruiser standing 
on the northbound side, all 
red, whit and blue lights 
flashing. I looked at my 
speedometer and noticed 60: 
but lwas sure it was roan 
check or an accident. 
As I approached, slowing 
to 50, I passed the cruiser 
and continued. Neither of 
the two officers in the 
cruiser looked at me or 
made signals. However, 
after about a mile I noticed 
they bad made a U-turn and 
came up behind me. 
I expected them to pass 
me any moment on an 
emergency all but no, they 
came up close behind me 
and I pulled over into the 
soft gravel shoulder and 
stopped. I lowered my 
window and waited. The 
officer in the passenger seat 
got out and eased around the 
back of my car. As he ap- 
proached me onthe driver's 
side, he wlaked slow and 
deliberatley opened his 
jacket and put his right hand 
on his gun. I was getting 
ideas of them looking for an 
escaped angerous convict. 
Ashe stood still beside the 
window, his hand still on his 
"~cens' he said, "Can I see your 
e." I pulled it out and 
asked,"What . is the 
rouble," and he  Said, 
"speeding". I said '?what is 
the limit here." He said "55, 
uh, I mean 90". I said I was 
60 at the moment I saw him. 
Hesaid, 'Ino, 65, I mean 110" 
and walked back to the 
cruiser. Mter along time 
the other officer, the driver, 
a pleasant young rookie, 
came to me and politely 
said, "Would you please 
sign this." He did not have 
his hand on his gun. 
I asked "What is it for?" 
He said"A hundred and 
ten." I signed in disgust and 
continued to Fdtimat. Mte 
settling down in  a 
restaurant, I looked at the 
ticket and noticed that my 
old address was on it 
aiought my new address is 
clearly marker on the 
hacked of my license and in 
the space where it was 
supposed to Speed: 11o, it 
stud, Speed: exceeding 
legal. Which means that on 
my record it might as well 
be 160. 
JJust a day earlier we 
were blocked off on High- 
way 16 just east of Huston 
because of a serious ac- 
cident. More than 100 cars 
weere stopped each way for 
2½ hours while tow trucks 
attempted to pull a semi- 
truck off a steep highway 
bank. While curiou car 
occupants crowded the 
highway, dogs walked 
around and some people 
cooked a meal on the road 
shoulder, thisw whole scene 
for2~z hours was handled 
clamly by one Mountie. 
He ever had his band On his 
gun although e was young 
and there was many people 
around. I am sure he could 
have used one of the two 
officers that spent hours on 
a lonely road catching 
people going five to 10 miles 
over 55. 
However, in thise days of 
armed robberies, murders, 
dop, drunknese, rape and 
kidnapping, it's goed to 
know that he mOunties till 
et their man wheng goin 
ve miles over the speed 
limit on a lonely stretch of 
highway. 
One final question-is it 
standard procedure for an 
officer to. approach a 
citizenwith is hand on gun 
for s .pe~lin" g five mileS, over 
the llmit~on a, bright sunny 
afternoon? 
Walter T. Menne 
Richmond, B.C. 
Bears victims 
of people 
Are Bears really a people 
problem? 
The same problem seems 
to occur every year, people 
who live in the outskirts of 
Terrace or even in the 
acinity f downtown object h 
having a bear around the 
house once in awhile. 
The Terrace garbage 
dump or now so called 
sanitary landfill is the root 
of all these problems, bears 
do feed there and therefore 
loose the fear Of humans as 
both migling about the 
dump. Whe food is scarce 
at the dump the bears come 
to the houses nearby looking 
for food and them the 
problem begins. If people 
only use their 'common 
sense and leave them alone 
they soon will leave you too. 
I know I am speaking 
from experience, all you 
have to do is soak some ols 
rages in turpentine and 
hang them around your 
garabe and everywhere else 
and there won't be any more 
problem. 
It is afacat, bears have 
very sensetive nose and do 
not like that strong smell. 
Please, use you common 
sense and do not demand 
that every hear has to be 
trapped and taken away. 
Remeher, the bears where 
her first, it is us who moved 
into their terriroty thereofre 
we do have to learn to get 
along with the. 
Consider yourself ucky to 
be able to live in and arount 
nature and being able to see 
and study a bear in its own 
environment from your 
livingroom window rather 
than having to go tea zoo 
and see a poor erasures 
behind bars. 
We here in Terrace can be 
expeeialy pround of baveg 
lathe white hears, the so 
called Kermode bear here in 
our surroundings. You 
know that this is the any 
place in the whole wide 
world were these Kermodes 
live. Original the come 
from Prnieess Royal island 
in the Douglas Channel. 
During the last few years 
there have been seen 
several white bears at the 
Terrace dump, but through t 
the demand of unconcerned 
~ ople ,several white bears dto  be trapped and be 
taken away. Apparently 
there is only one white one 
left. 
Please have a heart. Help 
uspreseve the white hears 
andtry to understand bears, 
respect them, and enjoy 
them. , 
We are very fortunate to 
be able to live in one of the 
very very, few places left n 
the worldwith nature at our 
doorstep. 
Thank you 
Mrs. Orturd Busehmann 
OFFERS REWARD 
MONTREAL (CP) -- An. 
anonymous Montreaier has 
offered a $5,000 reward for 
the return of an estimated 
$73,000 worth of valuable 
heirlooms and antiques 
stolen from the Eastern 
Townships home of the late. 
Dr. Wilder Penfleld. The re- 
ward was posted Monday in 
co l laborat ion  wit l  
provincial police by a man 
reported to be a close 
personal friend of the famed 
neurosurgeon, who died last 
year aged 85. 
TAI~ZAN SUES 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Camille Tourville, who 
wrestlesunder the name 
Tarzan Tyler, filed suit 
Monday claiming damages 
against the Confederation f 
National Trade Unions 
(CNTU) for alleged 
defamation of character. 
Tourville cited news reports 
in which CNTU officials 
allegedly told reporters he 
was engaged in private 
security work during the 
Robin Hood flour mill strike. 
Royals slam Yanks 
' e  
m early playoffs 
NIgW YORK (AP) Hal 
McRae, John Mayherry and 
Ar Cowens slugged home 
runs Wednesday, powering 
Kansas City Royals to a 7-2 
victory over the New York 
Yankees in.the opening 
game of American League. 
5aseball playoff series. 
II 
Freddie Patek doubled 
home two other Kansas City 
runs as the Royals made 
quick work of Yankees ace 
Don Gullett, knocking him 
out in just two innings. Paul 
Splittorff rode the heavy 
support o an easy victory 
~aL~ave ~e Royals a jump 
i n~ best~f-five cham- 
pionship piayoff. 
The heine runs by McRae 
and Mayberry were two-run 
shots, while Cowens taggea 
a solo homer. Thurman 
Munson accounted for the 
Yankees scoring with a 
third-inning two-run homer. 
The  Royals wasted no 
time against Gullett, whose 
14-4 record during the 
regular season gave him the 
best winning percentage in
the American League. 
Patek, leading off the 
game, walked on four pit- 
ches, and when Gullett's 
first pitch to McRae also 
was a ball, manager Billy 
Martin paid a hasty visit to. 
the pitcher. Gullett go1 
strikes on his next two 
pitches, but then McRae got 
all of the next one, sending it 
over the 387-foct sign in left 
field for a quick 2.0 lead. 
Gellett retired the first 
two hatters in the second 
inning, but then was in 
trouble again because of a 
walk. He walked Darrell 
Porter, and the Royals 
catcher slid safely into 
second when Frank WhRe's 
infield~ ieingle: ~  .1 .up 
Graig '.Nettles,',,and,, the 
Yankee third baseman's 
throw to second was a bit 
late. 
That brought up Patek, 
the major league's mallest 
player at five-foot-four: He 
rippeci, ashot inside the third 
base line and Porter scored Mickey Rivers, who had 
easily, three of the eight hits 
allowed by  Splittorff, 
opened with a single and 
Mtmson drove the next pitch 
into the lower seats in left 
the muscular Mayberry 
powered the next pitch well 
beyond the 353-foot sign in 
right field and the Royals 
lead was 6.0. 
The Yankees cored in the 
bottom of the third when 
Sports field One out later, Piniella hacked Cowens to the right 
field wall for his long drive 
that had the crowd of 54,930 
on its feet. 
New York wast~ Willie 
Randolph's two-out double 
New York left fielder Lou in the fourth and Cowens 
Piniella, thinking the ball made a leaping catch of 
was a ground rule double,. Rivers's home-ron bid in the 
eased up on it, and when fifth. 
third base coach Chuck 
Hiller noticed that, he 
frantically waved White 
home. The Yankees argued 
briefly over the call by third 
base umpire Nick 
Bremigan. 
TIDROW TOOK OVER 
At the start of the third in- 
ning, Dick Tidrow was on 
the mound for the Yankees 
with GuileR finished after 
four runs, four hits and two 
walks in just two innings. 
With one out in the third, 
Cowens, who finished with 
three hits, beat out a single 
up the middle. Tidrow got 
Amos Otis on a fly ball, but 
Game schedule 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American League 
Best.of.Five 
All Times EDT 
Wednesday Result 
Kansas City 7 New York 2 
Tonight's Game 
Kansas City (Hassler 9.5) at 
New York (Guldry 16-5) S: lS p.m. 
Friday Game 
New York (Torrez 17.13) at 
Kansas City (leonard 20.12) 8:15 
p.m. 
• Saturday Game 
New York at Kansas City, 1:15 
p.m.,If necessary. 
Sunday Game 
"NeW York at-'Kansas.Clty, $: 15 
Leafs make 
Guiness record 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Toronto Maple Leafs will 
make the next edition of the 
Guiness Book of Records, 
says Stun Obodiac, the 
team's director of public 
relations. 
The National Hockey 
League team has been sold 
out tror every regular season 
game since 1946. Obodiac 
described that as "the most 
incredible attendanc 
NEW YORK (Reuter) -- 
New York Cosmos, 
champions of the North 
American Soccer League, 
have cancelled a European 
record in the world for any 
SpOrt." 
• -Maple Leaf Gardens eat 
16,-307 people and there is 
standing room for abo~t 150 
-fans. 
Obodiac said 95 per cent of 
the available seats are sub- 
scribed for the season and 
the Gardens has a waiting 
list of more than 6,500 people 
who want season tickets. 
tour but will visit Brazil and 
perhaps Colombia for three 
games later this year, a 
team spokesman said 
Wednesday. 
Meanwhile, Tidrow 
silenced the Royals through 
the middle four innings, 
holding them hitleas over 
that stretch. But the 
Yankees were unable• to 
solve Spllttorff. 
HOMERED'IN EIGHTH 
It stayed 6-2 until the 
eighth. Then Cowens, 
leading off, lofted Kansas 
City's third home run of the 
ganie into the lower stands 
m left field. 
The Yankees' best chance 
at Splittorff turned out to be 
an early one. With. New 
York trailing 4-0 in 
second inning, Piniella, 
leading off, singled to left,• 
just over the leap of Patek, 
probably the only shortstop 
m baseball not tall enough to 
snare the line drive. 
After Chris Chambliss 
forced Piniella, Cliff 
Johnson singled to left. 
Randolph forced Johns on~ 
sending Chambliss to third 
with two out. Bucky Dent hit 
another line drive to 
shortstop, but Patek was tall 
enough ~o grab this one and 
end the threat. 
When Spllttorff walked 
Chambliss leading off the 
ninth inning, Kansas City 
manfiger Whitey Herzog 
lifted the leftlaander and 
brought in Dons Bird, who 
finished off the Yankees. 
The Royals barely missed 
ending the game with a 
triple play. Johnson singled, 
giving New York runners at 
first and second against 
Bird. Randolph then hit a 
smash to third baseman 
George Brett, who stepped 
on the bag and relayed to 
White at second for the 
dauble play. Randolph 
barely beat the relay to 
first, preventing the triple 
play. 
Splittorff was 2-0 against 
the Yankees during the 
regular season and 11-5 
lifetime against New York 
before the game. He also 
was the Royals' winning 
pitcher against he Yankees 
m the second game of last 
year's piayoffs. 
r Valuable information 
on proe=  ,m ket g, 
f0rb  eSS!:: pe ople - 
: i . . . . .  " L i • i "  ,: : •  
Participate in  Enterpr ise 
Canada '77 
Luncheon Speaker: 
The Honourable R J Perreault 
Leader in the Senate 
Friday October 7 
Terrace Hotel Terrace BC 
To register or for more information contact 
the CoSponsor: 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
Mr M Tindall Manager 
4610 Park Avenue 
Terrace BC 
V8G 1V6 635-2063 
Gouvemement Government 
ol Canada du Canada 
Industry'Trade ndustr~e 
an~ Commerce elCommerce 
Br~t~sn C01umDiS & Yukon Reo,onet Olhce 
595 Surrar0 Street 
Vancouve Br, LSh C0lum0*a VTX 1K8 
Ali may fight 
Norton-Young 
winner 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  The Ken Norton-Jimmy Young 
fight in Las Vegas~ Nev:: .Nov:.5 has been apFoved.as 
a world heavyweight uue emnination ~t  oy me 
World Boxing Council and will be scheduled for 15 
rounds instead of 12, promoter Don King said Wed- 
~Y~vBC has said that Muhammad All might fight 
the winner of the Norton-Young bout or risk being 
stripped of championship recogniUon.. . . . .  
Jerw Quarry, a. fo .nnercontender, w.m manc ms 
comeback on the snow m a xo-rounuer against, .orenzo 
Zanon of Italy. Unbeaten Larry Holmes also will 
appear in a 10-rounder against an opponent to be 
nAlnn _~.  
Erratic Watson 
leads golf play 
VIRGINIA WATER, 
WaE~nd tAP).- Tom 
tson, although unhap~ 
with erratic play, led 
advance d four Americans 
tin'ough the first, 36-hole 
round- Wednesday in mtototoff 
.t~,000 world match go 
championship with a 2 and 1 
victory over Haleh Minnen 
of Taiwan. 
PGA champion Lanny 
Wadkins, l~y Floyd and 
Hale Irwin also scored first 
round victories. The only 
American loser was United 
States O~n champ Hubert 
Green who fell victim to 
some atrocious Putting in a 5 
and 4 loss to Graham Marsh 
of Australia. 
Wadkins whipped British 
veteran Neff Coles 5 and 4; 
Irwin eliminated British 
Ryder Cup hero Peter 
0astcrhuls 1-up; and Floyd 
had to go to the 37th hole for 
a 1-up decision over World 
Cup champion Ernesto 
Acesta of Mexico. 
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Grand slam homer 
wins it for Dodgers 
LOS ANGELES tAP) --  
Dusty Baker's grand slam 
homer Wednesday night 
powered Los Angeles 
Dodgers to a 7-1 victory over 
Philadelphia Phillies t¢ 
even the National League 
baseball championshii 
series at one game apiece. 
Strats~y backfired for the 
Phillies m the fourth inning 
when starting pitcher Jim 
Lonborg intentional l  
walked Steve Garvey to f'dl 
the bases with one out, 
hoping for a double play 
wiih Baker at bat. 
But Baker, who in the 
final game of the regular 
FOREGO BID TH- 
WARTED 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Forego's bid to surpass 
Kelso and become thoro..u~h- 
bred racing's first $2 million 
winner hey been thwarted 
by an ankle problem, at 
east for the remainder of 
this year. The three-time 
horse of the year was 
scratched from last 
Saturday's Marlboro Cop 
with a swelling and heat in 
the left front anide. Forego 
won four of seven 1977 starts 
to boost his earnings to 
$1,923,967, just $53,939 short 
of Kelso's record. 
season became the fourth grand slam in the nine-yea~ 
Los Angel~ player to hit 30 history of the National 
home runs tlzis year, blasted League champio~t h~sS~t  
a 1-2 breaking ball over the Tueklay night, bet his O 
fence near the 370-foot sign. couldn't prevent the Philll~ 
It was the second grand from winning 7-5. 
slammer for the Dodgers in Baker's homer broke a I-1 
the first two games of the tie and paved the way for 
best-offive series, righthander Don Sutton to 
Ron COy had hit the first coast o the victory. 
H,D, MEOHANIOS 
REQUIRED FOR L06OIN6 OPERATIONS 
LOOATED AT TERHAOE, B.0. UNION RATES 
(I.WJL) WITH EX0ELLENT BENEFIT 
PROBRAM. APPLY T0: 
Personnel Supervisor, 
Northern Woods Operations, 
BOx 1000, 
Terrace, B.C. 
OANABIAN 0ELLULOSE OOMPAIIY, LIMITD 
Here come the '78g 
from your Ford-Mercury dealer*. 
Introducing 
Fairmont 
The all-new Ford in your ftmu . 
Ford Fairmont is a new car design for today and the years 
ahead. It's available in 2.and-4-Door Sedans and Station Wagons. 
Fairmont is fuel efficient, space fficient and cost efficient. And it has 
a new, advanced European ride system. Judge Fairmont for yourself 
and find out which Fairmont's in your future. 
HIGHWAY CITY 
65"43 
km/g , km/gaL 
(40 MPG) (27 MPG) 
• Ratings apply to the 2.3 litre engine with 4;speed 
manual transmission, based on Transport Canada 
approved test methods Your actual mileage will vary 
depending on driving conditions, driving habits, car's 
condition and optional equipmedt, 
The great'78h from Ford and Mercury 
starting October 7th. 
~"~ "--t '~ 
;Y 
FIESTA i  P INTO ° MUSTANG II • FA IRMONT ° GRANADA • LTD II ° 
THUNDERBIRD a LTD 
BOBCAT • ZEPHYR • 
MONARCH • cOUGAR • 
MARQUIS  • 
Be sure to watch Loto Canada Sun, Oct. 9, on 
the CTV Network and the Anne Murray Super 
8pedal Men. Oct. 10, on the CBC Network. 
t'¢rlalrJ items ilhtslratcd ar~' @liunel at edditio,ul cost. 
L INCOLN VERSAILLES  • 
L INCOLN CONTINENTAL  • 
CONTINENTAL  MARK V ° 
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Anita Bjorg practices jumping from a spread eagle figure ather aft~rnooi~ session with the Terrace Figure Skating Club. 
( 
Pro hockey roundup 
Tough Rangers are strong down the middle 
They say in hockey ou're 
only as strong as you are 
down the middle. 
If this theory is followed, 
then New York Rangers are 
looking pretty prosperous 
for the coming season. 
Veteran centre Phil 
Espesito scored twice and 
rookie cenires Bud 
Stefanski, Greg Holstt and 
Ran Duguay added one 
apiece Tuesday night as the 
Rangers tripped crosstown 
rivals New York Islanders 6- 
3in National Hockey League 
exhibition play. 
Elsewhere, Los Angeles 
Kings and . Vancouver 
Canucks played to a 2-2 tie in 
NHL pre-eeanon play at 
Schooling sac]:ificed by amateur 
• | 
players who wa]d; t( make pro teams 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Junior 
players are an important 
component of Canadian 
hockey, but alternatives 
may be needed to encourage 
them to continue playing 
hockey without damaging 
their education, Senator 
Sidney Buckwold said 
Wednesday. 
Buckwold, chairman of a 
special Senate-Commons 
commit tee  s tudy ing 
Canada's involvement in 
international hockey, said 
there is disturbing evidence 
that many junior players 
are sacrificing their educa- 
Uon for a chance to become 
professional. 
Of the thousands ofyouths 
playing junior hockey each 
year, "about 145 of them are 
drafted and 35 signed to 
~rofessional contracts," 
uckwold told reporters. 
"Many hundreds of kids 
are making tremendous 
sacrifices and are being 
dissapointed and left 
without the tools to enter 
other routes of hockey and 
society." 
'Off the court, side,, now' 
player tells transsexual 
ATLANTA (AP) -- 
Australian Dianne 
Fromholtz beat Renee 
Richards on the tennis court 
and then verbally blasted 
the transsexual off the 
court, calling her a 
sideshow. 
There are others on the 
women's tour who are not 
ecstatic about Richards 
being among them, in- 
cluding Chris Evert, the top 
player in the world. 
Fromholz, seeded sixth in 
the $75,000 Women's Tennis 
Classic at the Georgia Tech 
Coliseum, whipped 
Richards 6-I, 6-3 Tuesday 
night then let go her verbal 
blasts. 
"She's a sideshow," said 
Fromholtz. "Something like 
e-- 
that is against human 
nature and takes away from 
our tour. It gives us a bad 
image with the general 
pubhc. 
"The people are laughing 
at us. At the way she 
(Renec) walks on and acts 
like a female. 
"It is not a good example 
to set for the younger 
generation. She comes m 
and gets all the publicity 
when I know there's a lot of 
good little players out there 
who can't get anywhere. 
"Give her tl~e publiciL 
when she's won a bL 
tournament, or beate 
somebody." 
Dr. Richards, the former 
Dr. Richard Raskind of New 
York City, wore a bright red 
TO BCAA MEMBERS 
~ POINT 
AUTO CHECK 
PHONE OR CALL FOR 
AN APPOINTMENT TO 
Totem Ford 
4631 Kelth 
Totem Gulf 
4711 Lakelse 
THIS FREE OFFER TO 
~ BCAA MEMBERS ONLY GOOD FROM SEPT 12- OCT 31 
Some clubs discouraged 
their players from con- 
tinuing in school, and there 
were also 8&game 
schedules and lengthy road 
treys to disrupt schooling. 
Ti~OUBLES COMMITTE-E 
Educational problems 
associated with junior 
hockey and a tremendous 
dropout rate from hockey 
after age 15 is troubling the 
committee. 
One of the alternatives in
countering this is improving 
tennis dress with a short, 
white pleated skirt for her 
first-round match with 
Fromholtz. 
A crowd ~)f nearly 6,000 
.was on hand at the start of 
the match but, after the first 
set, about half the spec- 
tators left. 
Evert has joined what ap- 
pears to be a growing 
sentiment against Richards 
playing on the tour. 
Virginia Wade may have 
been the kindest. 
"The thing is being over- 
played at the moment," said 
Wade. 
IGUARANTEED~ 
90 DAYS OR | 
41100 MILES 
. . . . . . . . .  j 
Victoria, Birminglu/m Bulls dumped Atlanta Flames of Greg Carroll scoring a 
took Indianapolis Racers 4-2 the NHL 54 in Atlanta. goal in each of the first two 
in a World Hockey Asseci- In the Ranger-Islander periods led the New 
ation exhibition game at game at Uniondale, N.Y., l~ngland victory at Atlanta, 
Cornwall, Ont., and, in in- Hoist broke a 3-3 deadlock bringing the WHA club's 
terlooking play, the WHA with his second _period goal pre-season record to 3-1-1 
New England Whalers and Duguay and Espesito while the Flames fell to 1-4. 
added insurance scores Mark Howe, Tom Webster 
befqre te middle session and Alan Hangsleben also 
ended, scored for the Whalers in a 
Pat Hiekey got the other game that saw Mark's 
Ranger goal, the Islander father, Gordie, assist on his 
scores coming from Jude winning goal. Tom Lysiak 
Drouth, Denis Potvin-- gave the Flames a tern- 
giving the Islanders a 2-0 perary tie in the first period 
the attraction of in- first period lead--and Billy with the first of his two 
tercollegiate hockey in Harris. scores while late goals by 
Canada. Guy Chouinard and Curt 
Bennett made it close. 
Tony Cassolata's goal in 
the second period broke up a 
Buckwold said this likely tight game at Cornwall, 
would involve hockey sending Birmingham into a 
scholarships and travel 3-2 lead in a dull game that 
assistance for teams. saw just three minor 
penalties assessed and the 
Stu Leggatt, the New Racers outshoot he Bulls 
Democratic Party MP for 34-21. 
New Westminster, said GARRETTSOLID 
many talented hockey But the big difference 
players go either into junior apparently was John 
or U.S. college hockey Garrettin the Birmingham 
because they don't have a goal. Vaclav Nedamansky, 
Canadian route, Joe Noris and Tim Sheehy 
He said the committee shared tbeotherBullsgoals. 
was told there are 1,000 Dale Smedsmo and Dave 
Canadians playing hockey 
in U.S. universities, and 
many were remaining inthe 
U.S. after finishing school. 
Bob Pugh, executive- 
director of the Canadian 
Intercollegiate Athletic 
Union, said Canadian 
universities are reluctant to 
start scholarship rograms 
because of problems that 
have arisen in the U.S. 
He said universities may 
accept hem if the money 
came from an outside 
source and if the scholar- 
ships were applied equally. 
Universities would insist 
scholarships not bind a 
player to a particular in- 
stitution and not involve a 
school's port staff, he said. 
Fortier tallied for In- 
dianapolis. 
Don Kozakrs core at 15:39 
of the third period salvaged 
the tie for Los Angeles. Vic 
Venasky won a draw in the 
Canuck zone and slipped the 
puck to Kozak, who beat 
goalkeeper Cos,re Mane,go 
on the glove side. 
Dave Hutchiscn scored 
the other goal for the Kings, 
who trailed 2-0 after one 
period. 
Canucks scored their 
goals in a 17-sccond burst in 
the~ first period,' " 
Briefly 
I :i~ i 
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HUNTER TURNS PRO- 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Jim 
Hunter of Calgary, a leading 
member of Canada's 
national ski team since 1969, 
has turned professional. 
Hunter said he has signed 
with a ski equipment 
company and will race this 
winter on the world pro tour. 
In conjunction with his 
announcement, a national 
brewery announced it will 
sponsor three worldpro tour 
events in Canada this 
season, including the first- 
ever pro event at Paskapoo 
near Calgary. 
- . . .  
EMPLO]rMENT OPPORTUHBr 
COMPETITION 
Po~ti~: Band Social Worker 
~ :  Kitwanga. Band Council 
Locati~: Kitwanga Band Office 
Salary Range: $9,053.00.11,437.00 plus 15 percent Isolation 
Allowance 
Apply in writing by submlffing Resume and References to: 
Kitwanga Band Council 
P.O. Box 307 
Kitwango, B.C. 
Closing Date: October 15th, 1977 
Starting Date: November I, 1977 
Applicants will be notified for an Interview date and time 
depending on their qualifications. 
~n: l s te r  the Kitwange Band Social Asslet•nce Program. 
Administers the Kitwanga Band Social Services Program. 
Advises the Council and the Village Committees on matters 
within their control on the General Social Services Program. 
Basic Ba~ulrsments: 
School Completion of Secondary Education and shows the 
ability to go and complete graduate study and for completion 
of one of the non-professional social worker courses and I 
considerable number of years of related experiences of social 
work or s¢heol of social Work equivalency. 
"Willingness to work Irregular i~heursi must have • motor 
- vehicle and hold a valid drivers Ilconce. 
SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
EXPIRES 
OOT. 16 
New Business's 
| 
; re 
 ec/ 
. . ~r business phone 
listed for your oustomers 
Not listed in our 
B,O, Tel Diredo~, 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES. 63W404 
VILLAGE MEATS - 630-17.65 
TERRACE O IL  BURNER SERVICES - 
635-4227 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 630-1166 
Free- for ON E month courtesy of the DAILY H E RALD 
Please, gall 636-6367, 
TUNE.UP 
' =49.95 sd°i°i.9'5 s69.95 
4 cylinder 6 cylinder 
Includes con'cuterlmd scope check 
Replace Spark Plugs 
w~th new Autolito plugs 
l~onition points 
ndenser, Rotor 
with new Motorcraft parts 
Adjust timing, carburetor and bolts 
Check Oistribulor cap, cooling 
system hoses 
spark plug wires, coil, PCV 
Vatve 
air filter and gasoline 5tier 
Includes light trucks and imports, 
Special price on cars wdh electronic ignihon 
and EconoSnes 
Parts and labour included. 
Any add=honai parts or settee will be quo~e0 bofoze 
work is sta~od 
O cylinder 
1 
SEE OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD, 
4631 KEnH 11HIRAG~ U,  6354984 
i 
r LOOKING 
FOR A JOB, 
FORHELP? 
¢ 
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THE Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. BOx 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 638-6357.Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents, Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3,00). 
Yearly by mall in Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year, 
Yearly by mail outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, .
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired ay of publication. $2.00 
for fires 20 words, l0 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
le20, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd end 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 0 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUE 
Meet every Tuesday night at S 
In the Skeana Health Unit. For 
more Information ~one 635- 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
MeetingS,let Wednesdayof each 
month at 8 p.m, in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
3442. 
Mestlng - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second end Fourth N, ondey of 
Month. 
Welght Watchers meatlng held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Cathollc Womens League 
wlll hold thelr Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzear on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
the Verltas A~dltorlum., 
CTF 
Canod!pn' Calorie ~ Counm.s 
m~mt every Tuesday at Thorhill 
Elementary School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Information call 635.5486. or 635. 
7425. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger; 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ag_es of 14 and 
18whoare Interested please call 
635.3061 or 638-1269 (cff) 
/ 
Sept. 27 to'Oct. 1T. exhibition of 
art selected for office display In 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The Independent Order of 
Foresters are having a Tea'~ & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
:.Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
~'Homemade Items, heklng and 
much more. 
The I.O:F. regular msetlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Kltlmat Community Arte 
Council - Next Meeting: 
Thursday Oct. 13, 1977 at 1:30 
p.m. at Museum. Arts and 
Craft Fair: The 6th Annual 
Fair to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at City Centre Mall. All 
Welcome. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m...Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf,Nov.19) 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to offend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (ctf) 
Rebekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
O(d Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar sat, Nov, 12, 1:304:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (ctf Nov.) 
'Terrace Tennis Club Is holding 
a meeting October 12, 1977 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrade Arena. 
(Senior Citizens Room) all 
members and Inferrsted parties 
to attend. (p.4.7) 
13. Personal 
TO: Victor Roy Lincoln 
Please be advised that this Is 
your official Ratification of a 
Court Hearing to take place 
October 19, 1977 at 1:30 p.m. in 
Provincial Court, Family 
Dlvlslon, In Terrace. The 
purpose of this hearing Is to 
have your child, Jalmle Froda. 
Mae Lincoln, born May 14, 1976, 
permanently commlffed to the 
care of the Superintendent of 
Child Welfare In the Province of 
British Columbia. And further 
take note of the Intent of the 
"Superintendent toproceed wlth 
adoption planning. (c.4,5,6) 
14. Business Personal 
Golden Rule: Odd [ol31 for the 
Iobless. Phone 636.4536. 3238 
Ketum. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgerative Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 6,15. 
5816 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC L'IrD 
Class A ElectriCal Contracting. 
Free Eslmatea. Phone LLS.5876 
or 631.120t (ctt) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (eft) 
ISTROLO|Y 
Re,lister now for beginners 
~, Advanced evening classes. 
For more Information or con: 
sultotlons. Phone 635.2390. 
(Evenings) 
P.16-5) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
0:  
Authorlzed" 
• S~vlco Oepot 
Repalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
cff) 
,L ~ tt t t  
19. Help Wanted 
- " l - -  I 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY 
required pert-tln)e 
for 
B.C. GOVERNMENT 
EMPLOYEES' UNION 
TERRACE AREAOFFICE 
If you're a self.starter with a lot 
of Initiative who en[oys dcallng 
with people, our union office 
may be the place for you. We 
need en exerploncod secretary 
who can operate a variety of 
standard office equipment and 
has a good telephone and 
personal contact manner. 
Trade union background en 
asset. Approx. 20 hours per 
week. Excellent union wage 
rates and fringe benefits. 
~/riffen applications to b~ 
submlfled to: 
Roger Davis 
Staff Representative 
No,2.4551 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace V0G 1M7 
(c.2.5) 
'Required Immadlately. ex- 
perienced loader operator for 
new heal.boom cable loader, In 
the Williams Lake area. Salary 
commensurate wlth ex- 
parlance. Twelve months 
operation period. Contact: 
gave Ksrran. Jacobean 
Brothers Forest Products 
Phone 392.4121 weekdays or 
write Box 4710 Williams Lake 
(c-1-5) 
Galn 'phutographlc experience 
dolng team photos, Good ~mm 
camera, electronic flash, and 
car necessary. Must be 
available for about 20 minutes 
each morning and afternoon, 
and abeut 1V= hrs. each evening, 
end Saturday morning. Ex- 
parlance not necessary. LISt 
your equipment, your address, 
and your 'phone number In 
reply, to Gord  Huber 
Photography 1699 Sherrldan 
Ave., Coqultlam V3K lX2.(c- 
4,5) 
29. Musical Instruments 
33. For Sale.  Misc. 48. Suites for Rent 57. Automobiles 
I 
For Sale: New Winchester Near new 2 bedroom apartment Transfers- Plates. sales Tax. F i  h i~g 
model 94 3030, fired half.box In G-plexcloseto hospital. 11/= See Wlghtman & Smith - 8 C losure  
shell. Phone 635.7~706. )p.4.S) baths, stove and frldge. AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Avallable Nov, 1at Phone 635. LakelseAve, Terraca. Open Fishermen protest ForSale: Birch fireplace wood, 5213 (ctf) Saturday. (ctf) 
call 635.2968. (p.3.7) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom basement For Sale: 1973 Ford Camper 
Electrical Service, 60 amp wlth suites, wall to wall carpeting, Special, 360 motor, automatic VICTORIA (CP) - -  Angry reason for the ear]}' closure, amounted ~.c 503 97 fish, he 
breakers $55.00, Snow Ski's, 130 close to E.T. Kenney school. P.S. and P.B. Good condition, sa]nlon fishermen sailed The fishermen were to said. Last yeaz the total 
cm with poles and size 3 boots Frldge and stove would like two Phone 636.7~S (p-3.4.S) their boats into Victoria meet later with fisheries catch to Oct. 9, as 253,003, 
$35.00. Snow Ski's 1G0 cm with quiet people. Phone 635.7939. poles and size a boots $85.00. (p-3.4-S) 1965 GMC $ TON, equipped with harbor today to protest the officials, including Dr. and to the end ot Jle month, 
federa l  government 's  Wall}' Johnson, director. 273,252. 
Sleigh $5.00. Water ski's, J. power winch. Price $1500.00. decision to close Juan de genera| of the fisheries "The fisher; en don't 
Combl, New $36.00. Ice Skates. Room for rent for single gen. Phone 638.1676 (p-3,4,6,8,9) 1 Foca Strait to commercial br.aneh of British Columbia. have that much , complain 
, Daoust size 6 $10.00. Music timer In the bench area. With 
"stand, collapsable $3.00. kitchen and living roar For sale: 1974 Toyota pickup, fishing for the rest of the Procopation said Tuesday about," the spok, ;man said. 
Strombecker Road Racing set, facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF Good condition $2400.00 or best year. the closure wUl hurt local " I t 's  been a 1: etty good 
,- About 30 vessels took part fishermen who "haven't had season for them ~ I around." 
misc. places. Phone 635.4031 - -  offer. Phone 635.3998 (p-3,4,5) in the demonstration much fishing t ime this He said he felt that 
• after_6 p__:.m._~(p-2_:5)__ _ 1967 10x56 Squire two bedroom 
house trailer.' Gun type fur- For Sale: 9500 GMC Dump protesting the Sunday year." fisherman are n t as upset 
New hay for sale: R. Perry, Race. Nlceand¢lean, carpetod truck,318pewer,13spesdtrans, closure of the fishing But a slm kesman for over the early ~losure as 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad-' In thebethroom end living room Joke 38,000 rears, $23,5OS with season, thenfisheries service said they are over t! fact that 
dress: Box 99, Kltwange. $160 per month. No animals, lob, con be seen at Miller's Job BW Procopation, business today that Procopation is their brethern in Jle United 
Phone 112.849.5404 (P" No singles Phones 635.2482 Site Kltwanga. (p.3,4,5,) a~ent for the United overstating his case. States have beer, ~]]owed to 
. . . . . . . . . .  Fsshermen and  Allied The spokesman noted that continue fishing or two or 22,5,10,W,20,S,10,15,20) between 4.6:30 p.m. to view. (p. For Sale: 1966 Auto.car gravel Workers' Union, said fisherman's catches of three days a we (. 
For sale: Gold nuggets at I0c, 2.5) truck, rebuilt 318, new clutch, Canadian fishermen have chum salmon, which is the He said the , .,cision to '" 
25c, 50c MIn. order $5.00. All For Rent: Suite for executive rebuilt rear end, aluminum box normally been .permitted to principle salmon species close in Canada vas based :. 
Orders C.O.D. Complete home. Seffcontelned 1bedroom new pump, rebuilt hoist. Steady fish salmon until the end of now running, are twice as on fisheries stu ies which 
satisfaction or money refunded, with separate ntrance. Phone double shift work until end of 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 635.7485. Available Im. Nov. Can be sean at MIIlers Job October. He said he was at a great rids year as last. The indicated a d~ ndUng of ~: 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. mediately. (p.4,S) at Kltwange. (p.3,4,S) loss to understand the catch since June 18 has local stocks of c Jms. ': 
(C -4 -20)  / 
Certain new 49. H_omesfor Sale For Sale: 1965 International V i e w  Olstress sale: , pickup, 645o.0o or best offer. | |U IOK~J  
tires, batteries, anti.freeze, FORSALE Phone 635.5188 after 4 p.m. (p- 
automotive accessories. Sealed bedroom home with com- 3,4,5) 
blds wlli be sccapted up to two platodbasement, suitecerpetod of past 
weeks from the date of this As l ow as  $200.00 you can buy a 14' ,ida throughout, Shaw fireplace "For Salei 4x4 1965 Jeep 
publication, the highest or anyt dusmanyextree. Drive by 4001 '.wagoneer, 327 V8 standard, 
not necessarily accepted. Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after P.S., P.B., new exhaust, tires, mobile home- furnished, set up and delivers . 
Phone 638.1885 for full par. S p.m. for details. Priced at brakod, goodrunnlng condition, OTI'AWA (CP) - -  Two 
ticulars. (p.4) $51,500. (cff) asking $1500.00 Phone 624.9858 new exhibit areas in the HURRY! :': 
I I  I E l  - - - "  
:34. For Rent Misc. For Sale: 3 bedroom modular Prince "Rupert. (p.5,6,9,10,14) NationaiMuseum of Man, to .. - • be 'opened Oct. 15 by the ' : 
home. Full basemont on 2 acres queen, will give visitors a Phone Mr. George. collect 434 1175 =: 
Storage space available for 634,900. Phone 635-3469 or 679-  76HONDACIVIC striking look at Canada's :: 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc.. , 3961 (c.Sept. Oct) "HATCHBACK" cultural past and present, mmm : 
Limited spaceleft. Call 635.4328 / .- 
for quotes. (ctf.m and th) Four bedroom house with un- Featuring: Low mileage, AM. The two floors of exhibit 
finished basement on S acres of FM, in dash stereo, tape deck, space, which took seven Do It Now 
37. Pets land. Across from N.W.C.C. radial tires, clock, roof rack, years to plan and mount, 
alsoworkshopG0' x40'wldeend console, many other options, conlp|ete the western half Of A l u m i n u m  
For Sale: Purebred Arabian 20' high. On 12.6 acres, Y=mlle Get economy with good gas the old Victoria Memoriid 
Horses: Lovely bay filly 6 from city Limits. For more mlleagel Phone 638.1449 after 5 Museum building in south 
months old, Chestnut filly 2Y2 Information phone Houston 646. p.m. (c.2.9) central Ottawa. The other ~.: 
years, Grey stallion, Ferzon 2928 or write to Box 580. (p.Oct 
half of the building occupied Sheets grandson, 4 years started 14) by the National Museum of .-.: 
western. These horses always 58. Mobile Homes Natural Sciences stW has 
place In top ribbons. Gentle. For Sale: 1 bedroom house at -- 
Contact Send Arabians S.S. 3 ~me space to be reopened 
Blackwafer Rd. Prince George, 4645 Kelth Avenue. Price $2,000. For Sale: Mobile Home. Set up after the old building was ' S"  x 36" 
Must be moved before In Woodland Heights Trailer given a.general overhaul. 
B.C. 964.7662 (c-2-4) snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days Park. Fully skirted, with Joey 
or 635-6974 nights. (c.19.9) shack. Phone635.S348atter S:00 The neW exhibit areas are 12 sheets only. 3 , ' / I J  
For Sole: Registered 10 months p,m. (c.3,4,5,6,7) titled EYe.touR's 
old Male Alaskan Malmut. To 55. Property for Sale 
eae phene 6..5630. (p.2.5, Heritage--the ...Canadian THE DAILY  HERALD 
47. Homes for Rent For Sale: Trailer and eddltion on lot In Odyssey, and A Few Acres 
- 238 acres of Prime River- Thornhlll. Lawn, greenhouse, of Snow. 2tle latter is the 
and w~s.hed, Will consider 3212 Kalum St. Terrace - epithet used by Voltaire in .... 
beHom trades. Phone 635.2641 describing the useless Seven = 3 bedroom duplex for rent. . House I mmm :: 
Unfurnished. Available . Vegetable Storage Barn evenings, and weekends. (p. Years War between France - 
November 1,1977. Call 635.6719. - Machine Shed ",15,16,19,20,21,3,4,$) and Britain for possession of 
(c.2.6) . Animal Shelter .... Canada. 
.Large Green House 4year old3 bedroom safeway WANTED 
48. Suites for Rent .4 wells House trailer. Nice kitchen' I11 the Evewman's 
3 bedroom row housing suites. . approx. 46 acres under ' Ilvlngroom area, laundry Heritage exhibit, artifacts 
Full basement, 1~/2 baths, Y2 cultivation the rest stumped hookupsservlce. 76' fenced lot. as nlodern as cans of soft 
blockfrom schools. 3 mln. walk and windrowed Furnlshedwlth ~ppllances. For drinks, packages of cocktail Ambitious boys or girls to do c 
from town. Suitable for . Large River Frontage more Information phone 635. crackers, and long-pla~ routes. 
families. $250 per month. 6 - 10minutes from town on paved 6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,3) recordings of popular music 
months lease. Apply suite 116, highway are displayed, along with 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) - Will consider house for down 66. Rec. Vehicles valuable antiques. Good experience and earnings fo 
, , $125,000 
2 bedroom suite. Available KIIby Road New Remo 635.3423 13' Camper Trailer. Phone 635. I11 the Few Acres of Snow, right persons. 
October 1, 1977. Centrally P.O. Box 594 sA2e (p-l-S) the exhibit traces the 
located. Phone 635.9471 (ctf) Terrace, B.C. arrival of immigrants to 
. . . .  - -  . . . . .  (c-4-6) Canada over the years, and Fhono Mr, Loiselb 635-6357 
CEDAR PLACE 68. Legal displays examples of 
APARTMENTS 57. Automobiles working conditions in many 
4931 Welsh Avenue TR6. Good omdtlon 69, Inquire ESTATE SALE trades, such as caq)una'}', 1110 Terrace Daily Herald 
tinsmitbing and coal Suite 113 at Northwest Community The Estate of George Little, mining. 
Terrace, B.C. College Dorm B, Room 102 (p.2. _ _ - offers for sale, the following . . . .  
635-7056 6) Estate property, located In IIIIIBIlIlllIIlllI--BIIIIBIIIIIIIIBBIIIIIIIIEII I l i l l  I i 
New 1, 2 and'3 bedroom suites 1974 Mazda, 4 door Statlm Terrace, B.C. , [] . • 
forcarpet,rent.recFrldge,area, saunaSt°Ve'anddrapeS'pool C ndition.Wagon' Low$2400mileage,firm.(etf)phoneeXCellent Lo s one to five Inclusive, and I I  LET •1 : 
table, with security en 638-1842 offer 6 p.m. Blocks 4 and 11; located on • i 
~erpehone nd elevator. Ab. .Legion Ave., between Glacier • 
mlutely no pets. For Sale: 1968 (~oug~89 Glass and the Cur:lAg Rink. .- 
(c~f) engine 4.speed radial P.S. lots Block 3,and the western portion •• •• : 
' of extras needs some work, new of Block 5, on the north side of , the 
engine. 'Inquire at 4017 N. Little Avenue. : 
• K EYSTON E cog RT Munros 635.6726 after 5 p.m. (p- Bids Wtll be accepted to Odober • • 
APARTMENTS 2.5) 31st, 1977. The highest offer or 
i DAILY HERA ! i Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. One Sell: 71 Ford o/4 ton ' Sport any offer, not necessarily ac. : cepted. Cash preferred. iwo and three barroom, part. Custom rigged for h'allor of .~ meats. Laundry "8, Storage camper good power and coma Gor~ Little, 
area. Near schools and my, new paint loaded with execUtOr. 
downtown. Clean, quiet extras, reasonable call Ken 4517 Cedar Crescent, • ~ • 
spacious, security lock:up and evenings 636.7572 view at 2119 Terrace, B.C. VaG 1XS • • 
)atrol. Laurel St. (p.2.4) (c.w.th.fr. 4 weeks) • .-. r DI I &A I I 0 : 
• I./I UIVI I , / r  • 
635-5224 Fbr Sale: 1973 GMC '/= ton 4x4. ~.7~PX. " 
Needs some work, call 635-5605 I.OlYJ[BA]RDO WON IT : 
[otf' after Sp.m.(c.4.14) Gu}' Lombardo,,for 50 i S O M E  ~v41r/~;. i ~ 
• years one of America's top 
I O l i~  I For Sale: 1976 Dodge Van. For bandlea ders, drove hss on Manor Se,e. 2~s 6 cyl. 3.speed. Phone TempoVI power boat nearly 
IFurnlshed °r unfurnished studl°l 635"7702 (P'4'5) 71 m'p'h' t° win the G°]d i B U S ' N E S S  L i "~ 
Ior 1 bedroom apartments. I Cup in 1946. 
Isacurlty enterphone. Sauna. I Must sell: 1973 Vega G.T. plus 
I/ HILLSIDE63S'4261LODGE 1 wintertlree, In gondcondltlon. VANILLA EXTRACTED.  THE DAILY IIERAL :. / 638.103  J Interested parties only, For Vanilla is the extract of • 1 • ;~ • • i 
5191 (p.4,5) several species of orchids 
'1 4450 Little Avenue I ~ grown throughout he 
ISleeplng rooms' h°usekeepingl i 0LASSlFIE D lunlts, centrally located. Full~ 1 1973 Chevy V= ton. 6 cyl., radio, tropics. 
Ifurnished. Reasonable rates by I canopy. Asking $2,000. Phone COYERING PATENTED 
IdeY or week. Non.drinkers I 635.6880. (p.20,1,4,6) IJno|eum was patented in 
~y .  Phone 635..11, (ctf) / " 1860 by Frank Walton, who -• ~ m ~ 
- made upthenameforhis • 6 3 5  " " ,,od.ot. i ! '  
WRAP IT AROUND 
Turbans are made from 1 
between 10 and 20 yards of • • 
lllllllllilllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllil I l l l l l  
For Sale or Trade: Large 
professional Hammond Organ 
value $5500.00. Sell or Trade for 
property orwhathave you. Call 
after 5 p.m. 630.1472. (p3.4) 
1974 Chev Crew LaD Camper 
Special. Loaded ae new Inside 
Furnished two bedroom unit and out. U,000. Also 1964 In. 
carpeted, fireplace, dishes, tornatlonal Scout. 4x4 In ex. 
linen, T.V., vacuum et.c. cellentconditlon. $1tl00Phone 
Suitable for working people. 842.5564. (p.4,5) 
Phone 635.6757. (p.2.6) _ the finest muslin. 
I 
, /  
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1 co IcS I the d, [ly herald C: l , ,Dsswci]~'d Yiur Individual 
AC.O= 3,~,s,o, ,ow. ,.~r,,,~.., oroscope 
1 Falsifier (slang) I Work lazily for one 
5 Obese 40 Plume of 2 Toward and 22 Flock of ' , Frances Drake of Id Johnny /Reckless feathers within birds Wizard 12 Formerly ,,Platform 3 Acidity 23 Scottish ca'p FGll lliUltlSDAY, LIBRA l~ i~ The by Br parker harL  ,3Lahororg. on amast ,.penitent 2,Self OfflOBElg S,1977 (sept... ta Oct. 23) 
. . 14 Baechana- 47 Auto part 5 -- and 25 Weight of ARIF~ " I y l ~  territoryD°n't tryst oncet° over_ a tootendencymuch 
lian cry 49 Lie at drummed India (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
15 On the anchor 6 Bitter drug 28 Adversary Oppoedng views indicated in now -- but, with well-planned 
B.C. 
y 
o ~ lnn l~I ,  ..r.. o4w lO.~, 
by johnny harL 
WHkT WeRe "r'H~ 
t.A~T WOg/:~; 
0xT~P 
~ wiF~ F 
L.A~'r L.~ol<. 
by Garry Trudeau Doonesbury 
UH-t/Utt/ NOT O~Y ~/HAT HAP- 
Y~, ~¢ ff  ~.~O ~?  ~.  LY BRXF~[ I.I/~,e~Y~.I.T 
o#,, ABsouJ~y ! ymH, BUT 
,FEe, ~I~ SP~Yt- ~ D/DgT 
AMERICAN ~ ~INK TI4dr 
NENT ~JAY Om¢ /~5 Ills 
~ , ~ ~o/~m~/ ~ e~-eT.  ~ 'T . .  
. C°.~ 
ACTUARY, K/~Y, 7//5 Mo~r 
AMAZIN~ 7111146 ABOUT Ttte 
CANAL 15 7HAT ~ F/~/5tt~ 
i ITAYEARAHEADOF 
o~ ~.~HBBUL~/ t~l~y? 
Hagar the Horrfi)le 
~ ~o " rdAT~ "~ 
t l  , / ~NITC~el  2-.. | Pi~ W~T.  
Catfish l l ' by Rog BoUen 
~30 H~ ~q. 
Bonar's Ark by Addison 
The Amazing Spider-man 
,~ By Stan Lee and John Romita 
summit 
16 Prophesy 
18 Know in 
advance 
20 Sent a 
telegram 
21 Man's 
nickname 
22 By 
23 Seed 
covering 
20 Quadruped 
feature 
20 Most of 
lager 
31 Deity 
32 English 
cathedral 
town 
33 Glacial 
deposit 
36 Sacred 
song 
38 Old French 
coin 
2 3 
15 
NNN 
23 24  iS  
30  
3)  
NNN 
40 4l 4~ 
47 
50 
53 
50 Single 7 High rocky 
units hill 
51 Being 8 Withdraw 
52 Fishes 9 Affirm 
53 Desire 10 Lone 
54 Corroded 11 Contained 
55 Saclike 17 Widemouthed 
structure pitcher 
Avg. solution time: 23 rain, " 
Answer to 
4 ~s  
~'~ 
"1 1 
3i 
" l l  
r 8 
10.6 
resterday's puzzle. 
s 7 ~8 
I'1 
N'° I N"I " I I  
N - I  ~, 
N" l  I 
" I I 
, ~49 
27 Meadow 
28 Building 
wing 
29 Where ath- 
letes train 
31 African 
antelope 
34 Aid 
35 Particle 
36 Equality 
37 Of molec- 
ular atoms 
39 Furze 
40 Boast 
41 Frog genus 
42 Sir 
Anthony 
43 Holy water 
• basin 
44 Neat 
45 Keats .. 
creations 
46 Nuisance 
48 Afternoon 
social 
I0 I I  
w~m 
27 2e  Z9 
S2 
~li 33B 17Ii 
some areas, It no harm will 
ensue, don't battle .them, but 
where you can help to prevent. 
'wrong moves, STRIVEt 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 21 to ~_ay 91) 
You have a way with you 
when your better self is out 
front-- which it should be now. 
Day requires patience and 
mmina for the long pull -- 
which will bring lasting 
rewards. 
(May 22 to June 21) 
Your womderful imagination 
can lead you to new avenues of 
attainment ow. Mobilize your 
variety of gifts for tackling a 
difficult or new type of Job. 
(June'22 to July 23) 
Uncertainty could offset the 
results d your best efforts, so 
be decisive. There are fine 
devices and means designed to 
fill your needs: Use them d- 
fecUvely. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Business relaUonships under 
excellent influences. You can 
now make progress in areas 
previously blocked; can also 
capitalize on new ideas. 
v~ao wp~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Especially favored now: 
research, schelMtie interests, 
intellectual pursuits and 
government projects. Some 
changes evolving; will please 
procedure, aim for top goals. 
Going off on tangents will only 
slow up your progress. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Mars influences indicate an 
excellent day, with more than 
one means of accomp~iunent. 
Capitalize on your abilities, but 
remain tactful, cognizant of the 
sensitivity of others. 
SAGFITARIUS ~,~'~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Fine aspects gives lift to your 
personality, help yon to spur 
activities to n lively pace. It's a 
clay for achievement. Just one 
admonition: Be careful in 
whom you confide. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
You may be surprised at bow 
little opposition you will face in 
quarters where itwas expected. 
Use this advantage toachieve in 
some special way that will 
strengthen your hand. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Splendid planetary in- 
fluences. Especially favored: 
creativity, originality, any 
activity which involves dealblg 
with the public. 
P~C= X~ 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
A period for some in- 
trospection. Through reflection, 
you will get a dearer view of the 
road ahead, to make plans for 
further accompl~lunent and 
later. . bappine~. 
" - "  . o l i ' , ,  I t  ! / i 
va luab le  water -so lub le  v i tamins  are lost. 
r i lEY ' l IE  HERE!Z 
• T,E iLL mew 
• 1'978,...,0,,<, 
ON DISPLAY 
• (MAIN SHOP) 
SATURDAY 
OCT.. 8/77 
ALL DAY 
Jim McEwan 
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Simon Gumanut a g'illing 
Prisoner' in Hazelton Jail 
Thir teen Years  Ago Two Men Were  Found Dead on the Roud- -Gumanut  Credited 
With Both Deeds But  He Was Never Captured---Lived Secluded Life in  
the  Mounta ins  Unt i l  he Surrendered Last  Tuesday . 
The last chapter in probably ed out as the whiskey flowed in, ssnted to give himself up and 
the longest drawn out murder The writer met one of the said stand trial. When he arrived at 
man-hunters in Vancouver just 
after he got back to the city. He 
had some wonderful tales to tell 
of his search through the moun- 
tains and his hand to hand battles 
with the bad man. He never got 
beyond the Kitselas hotel and he 
got there by steamer. 
In the~meantime (]umanut has 
been living by himself in the 
country between town and the 
Groaqdhog. with occasional visits 
to Kispiax and Hazelton. He is 
a good trapper and hunter and 
is reputed to have amassed a con- 
siderable'fortune i  cash and fur. 
Hazelton he was accompanied by 
his two friends. 
Gumanut is about 45 ye~irs of 
age. a big, powerful, healthy-In- 
diah, but whose life, during the 
past 13 years, has been very quiet 
and peaceful, e0 far as known. 
Dominion Day a t  Hazelton 
Arrangements are well under 
way for the Dominion Day cele- 
bration in Haselton ext Tuesday 
and if the weather and roads are 
fit there promises to be a good" 
crowd of visitors fron~ outside 
case in the history of the pro- 
vince was opened in Hazelton on ! 
Tuesday last when Simon Gums- 
nut walked !nto the police station 
and pre ented himself to acting 
• chief Kelly. Kelly put his will- 
ing lpriseasr behind the bare and 
snapped the lock. Gumanut will 
appear for his preliminary hear- 
, lug on Monday next. 
Simon Gumanut is supposed to 
have shot and killed Alex. McIn- 
toih on June 19, 1906, just a few 
days over the 13th anniversary. 
.He is also credited with shooting 
Max Leclair whose• body w a s 
OVERHEARD AROUND 
.NEW HAZELTON 
The assize court is in session at  
Prince Rnpert. 
Misses Wenzel were week-end 
guests of Miss Richmond. 
Joe. Roreig returned to Prince 
Rupert last week with his bride. 
I~Irs~ Arthur Leverett arrived 
Saturday night and is now settled 
is her new home. 
• Mrs. Larkwortby retut'oed on 
Saturday night after having.spent 
tLe winter in the east. 
Mrs. L..A'. Brown of Seattle 
arrived Satt|rdav night to visit 
with Miss Gladstone. 
Chas. Ek has gone to Skeena 
Crossing and will do his assess- 
~ent work on the Rod Rose, 
A number of Indians came in 
Thursday morning to take part 
in the potlatch at Hagwilget. 
Mrs. McLeod and Mrs. Tagl~art 
left Sunday morning for Vanoou- 
No.  49 
booby. 
• Consult  Wm.  Grant's Agency,  
for fire insurance. 
W. S. Sargent was up the Val- 
ley the first of the week to ar- 
range for selling some land he 
and Collin Munro have up Drift- 
wood creek. 
Mr. Norrie-Loewenthal went to 
Rupert Thursday morning on a 
business trip. He also expects 
his daughter Frances from Van- 
couver on the Saturday boat. 
W. S. Harris was up the line 
over the week end and got an- 
other horse. He left here early 
Thursday morning on the freight 
with four head of horses for the 
coast and then up to Stewart. 
The school children have been 
writing on their exams this week 
before the long summer holiday. 
Jessie Smith again won the Roll 
of Honor for regularityand punc- 
tuality and Tamsen Dale for pro- 
ficiency. 
AI. Harris of Stewartsaya that 
machinery is tb be l/lhced on The 
i Mineral Hill group at any early 
found the same day on the Kis- 
piox road near the present site of 
the bridge. 
The ehootipg is supposed to 
have been caused by .too much 
booze and the usual family and 
neighborly row, although there 
promises to be much variance in 
the evidence as to the cause and 
what lead up to it. It is under- 
stood that most of the lmportafit 
witnesses are away. although a
number of the Indians who were 
in on the booze bout are still here 
and will be brought into court. 
~'he killing of Alex. MeIntosh 
{Ook Place On th~ main highway 
betwee.n Hazelton .and Two Mile. 
Oo his t|rst trip over the road .the 
wdte~ was 6hOwn the exact post 
be~ide which the body W.ds found 
/rod the bullet hole was still there 
Mining Recorder Kirby was the 
local bull at that time and he sent 
(lug Sampare out with a pair of 
handcuffs to bring Simon in. (]us 
went up the Kispiex ~oad u,lil 
he found Leclair's body in the 
road. He then and there decided 
that a pair of handcuffs were not 
much good against agunman arLd 
i'eturned to town. 
From that day on Gumanut has 
been a "bad man." and as time 
wet~t on his degree of badness i,- 
creased until of recen~ years his 
name was mentioned in a widsp- 
ered u'^ .~,. 
Soon al'ter tiw. murder tile pro- 
vincial g~;verlum~nt offered a re- 
ward and a:l armed posse started 
fro,n the head wat~,ra of the Nasa 
Stiklne and 5keena rivers aim 
worked in. covurinh, ~{ very large 
count ry, but (]ulnaltut. <lid Hot get 
into tile twt. Since then i,,~um- 
erable dare.devils and adventur- 
er's have ;mP.~,,t the governm,,nt'~ 
leg for expens~.~ to hunt Guma- 
~*ut. Mu~t  of these li,.m-t~ghtera 
wound up their hunt in a bar 
/oom at Esoington. Kitselas or 
Haseiton where their nerve flow- 
Gee. Beirnes has known for  
years the residence of (]umanut, 
and the local police have had a 
good idea of his whereabouts. 
But from the'start the Indian got 
a ~eputation f being a gimman 
and he and his friends played 
that game to the extent (hat the 
points. The two Hazeltono and 
the oarrounding district will be 
at the grounds en masse. The 
sports program, as published, last 
week will be run off and every 
thing points to a good time. 
Ind ians  Returned  
whiteman bothered him very lit- After celebrating for a couple 
tie in his mountain fab3tnes'sos. ]of,weeks the death of one of the 
Recently Stew.art Henderson. chiefs at Burns Lake a crowd of 
a lawyer from Victoria, became Bagwiiget Indians, accompanied 
interested in Gumanut and has[by Father (]odfrev; returned to 
undertaken his defense. It wU their homes Tuesday morning. 
through im, assisted by Beirnea They had a very good time and 
hat the "terrible savage" con- [got their chief well planted. . 
per after a pleasant visit here. 
A number of travellers were in 
town the past week and they all 
report business on the upgrade. 
(leo. T. Crow was in town the 
first of "the week buying lumber 
i for an addition to his residence at 
i Two Mile. 
Miss Gladstone resumed her 
duties at the sch~)ol on Monday 
after spending a couple of weeks 
date. The property is owned by. 
General Stewart, Pat Welch and 
R. W. Martin. The ore is high 
grade ruby silver. 
W. M. Boyle went up "to Telk° 
wa Wednesday night and Jack 
Wrathall has taken his place here 
for a couple ot days whemhe will 
go to Fifth cabin for three months 
to.relieve John Dote who has not 
been down for three years. Sum 
Dough McKay~ also efSth Cabin. at the hospital. [ 
. . . .  ~ . . . . . ,  and Gee. Smith of 4th Cabin are 
Mrs. w .  ~. ~sar~enc enterratnea i . . . . .  :- -. , • . - . • coming oowu at tne same time. 
Saturday mght at brzdge. Mrs. ' 
McLeed and Mr ,~lffleek wen'the Carroll from the Hszelton .office 
rizes. W. M~ Boyle got the' will cume here. 
Some of the  
Land That  the  
Southern Visit- 
ors Enthme~ 
Over in the 
Bulk ier  Valley 
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THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
"The African Communities i l  
West Africa Kingdoms 
The ro leoft rede and the Impact 
of islam led to the rise of quite 
different African societies: the 
empires of Ghana, Mal l  and 
Songhay. 
3:30 p.m. 
BLACK EXPERIENCE 
"At lant ic -Slave Trade 1" 
Competition for Slaves 
Examines how slavery 1~ in the 
New World d l f fernet  
slgnlglcantly from treditlenal 
African bondage, where the 
trade developed and the method 
of commerce over the Atlantic. 
7:30 
"The  Facts of ' - i f "  
C.D., a struggling young actor, 
meets Clara, an ex.deb at a 
party. Between Clara's f l ighty 
dissertation and C.D.'s quick. 
draw wit,  the tow manage to fall 
in love. 
S:00 
drought 
A documentary  f i lmed in 
Cal i fornia,  Colorado, Arizona, 
idaho and Washington which 
examines how ranchers, far- 
mers,  water  managers,  in. 
dustrlallsts and normal families 
are coping with the worst 
drought in the hlstroy of the 
United States. Reporter Mike 
Kirk also talks with governors 
and water management experts 
on each stet's situation and 
discusses future preventltive 
measures. 
"As You Like It'; 
This highly infectious comedy, 
penned by Will iam Shakespear, 
is masterfully brought to the .  
screen by dlrecotr Paul Czlnner 
with Wlll lem Wa[fun's winning 
f i lm score. 
2 3&6 
SEA'rlrl.E "mOAY : IN 
M4EEL OF FORTUNE 
KNOCKOUT 
YO SAy n~s LEAST 
THE GGNQ SI4OW 
FRIENDLy WANY 
MR. ~RESSUP 
sIUrAME3TRBET 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES BOB MCUUW SHOW 
DAYS QF OUR UVES 
I DRF.N~ QF JEANNIE 
HOLLYWO00 SQUARES THE necr.e!u. 
ANOTHER WORLD" RYAN'S HOPIE 
EDGE OF NIgiff 
.,,Slrdl for the 
THE $ O'CLOCK MOVIE TAKE THIRTY 
ClL !H I IY  ~0N 
VISION QN 
WHAT'S NEW, 
BASEBALl. PLAYOFFS FLI NTSTONES 
"Amlricln L l l lU l  Fist MARY ~ MOORE 
l lying I I I  1o lltl vdnmri ol NEY~ 
the Wmwn GIvldmf' 
EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
M A ~ P M  'DUE CAROl. BURNETr 
FIVE STAR MOVIE 
"Chisu~' ROOTS 
POUCE WOMAN 
NEWS 
• TONIGHT SHOW 
TOMORROW SHOW 
SIGN ~ ' 
THE N~OJ~. 
~ MINUTrr.S UVE 
FINAL EDITION _~ 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
I 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 ' 
S~30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
0:3 0 
9:OO 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3~ 
11:00 
11:30 
13:00 
4 
ART OF ¢0ONING 
JOYCE DAVlS~N SHOW 
JBN ¢ANNEM SH0W 
| 
DEFINITION 
KNWENI  YOG4 
iT'S YOUR MOVIE 
N00N a HQUR 
MOVIE: 
,'Second 
ANOTHER WORLD 
, , , 
Exiq.OIUNG OUR HA'DON, 
VJONK 1OMIIWR 
ELECTRIC Ot~PANY 
SPlNNIN8 Sl I~ES 
t~UNRIE UP 
AS M! SEE IT 
i 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
ROOMNaS11¢S 
NW STARllr' 
THIE VmRD SHOP 
1Y~ (m~rs VmETH 
ALAN HAMEL SHOW THE BLACK EXPERIENCll ~ 
SANFORD AND SGN 
THE OON~ SHOW 
J SllmEY 
MRM~ MISTER ROGER 
NEYA 
i 
IqJNNY PARM 
• 0NSER WWNm 
Rm 
J 
CTV REPORTS 
LOGANS RUN 
¢WMEM . 
THE LATE SHOW 
"RNnlmlm Exc~,  
ELECTRIC CGMPNff 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
THE MACNEIL-LEHRER 
EEPORT 
NG HON~m.~ 
DRO4LI~T, 
am 
"M You I .~  tt" 
WOMAN 
I.ATE MOVIE 
'~y ,mm Nm" . 
Godzilla and Goliath the Cure to postal problems 
CHICAGO (AP) --  To along almost invisible are called "he" not "it." 
workers in the llO-storey fluorescent trails laid in. Looking like a moving 
Sears Tower, the robot corridors and between desks book sbeif, the robots' blue 
mailmen introduced there delivering mail. eyes blink out front as it 
two years ago seem almost Office workers are en- emits a " high-pitched 
human, ebanted with them. Each bleeping sound. Wlien the 
The $12,000 robots, four- bas a name: Godzilla, robot's front bumper 
feet high, two-feet wide and Goliath and the Happy touches an object in its path, 
five-feet long, cruise slowly Honker are a few, and ~.ey it stops immediately. 
m 
GIVE LAND BACK 
GENEVA (CP) - -  
Delegates from Indian 
tribes of both North and 
South America have ca]led 
for the return ef enough l~d 
to enable their peoples to 
live an "economically 
viable existence in ac- 
cordance with .their own 
customs and traditions." 
The four-day conference of 
about 250 delegates and 
observers had been 
recognized by the United 
Nations. 
BIG BLUE MARBEL 
Builds a "child's awareness of 
life in other countries by In- 
treducing new h'lends each 
week In their homelands around 
the world. 
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
Labbatt's Quebec City-the final 
race of the Labbatt challenge 
"series fro the .Canadian 
chamlonship. This Isa race 
throught the streets of Quebec 
City rather than on specially • 
designed road racing courses. 
2( The World Lumberlack 
Championships 3) Michigan 150 
f rom Ir ish Hil ls, Michigan 
• featuring Indy cars In com. 
petition. ~. The Oriental world 
of self-defense. 
cfl football 
From their home ground at 
McMahon stadium the Clagary 
Stampeders face the Ottawa 
Rough Riders. Host AI Mc. 
Cann, play-by-play announcer 
Peter Young. 
THE BIONIC WOMAN 
Jamle, Queen of the Rodeo 
THE LATE SHOW !1 
The Secret of Dorian Grey 
The machines, powered for delivery elsewhere. 
by rechargeable batteries, Officials say the~ now 
travel up to 400 yards on a are about 200 such robots in 
path that eventually brings use by 43 companies, in- 
them "ho~the  m~iil cluding a New York_bank 
distribution centre. En that has a tape recorder on 
route/they pause for about them to keep employees up 
20 seconds, long enough to to date on interest rates and 
-pick up mail or leave items the weather. 
2 3&6 4 
• SEATTLE TODAY 
WHEEL QF FORTUNE 
KNOCKOUT 
IN TQUCH 
FRIENDLY GIANT 
i 
MR. DRESSUP 
SESAME STREET TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE GONG SHOW 
BASEBALL PLAYOFFS !106 MCLEAN SHOW 
"National WR~t.Nlltinnml 
East" I DREAM OF Jr=ANNIE 
H01J.YWOOD SQUARES 
RYAN~ HOP E 
OF Nl~lrr 
,.THE S ~¢LOCK MOVie TAKE THIETY 
"~ is mue" CEn mHITY COOKS 
BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
"American ~ West are 
lint to t l l  Am~l~ I . l~e  
East title." 
I;IVE STAR MOVIE ' 
i '  
i 
' l~E ~ lm.n '  SHOW 
I .. ::;: 
YOU CHEFS 
FRIDAY AFTER SCHOOL 
FLINTSTONES 
9:00 ART ~ COGI(I~ 
9:30 JOyCE OAWmON SHOW 
10: 00 JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
KAREEHS YOGA 
12:30 
1:00 
iT'S YOUR MOV E 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
MIONIOHT SPECIAL e 
MOVIE: 
"MCQOUCI', 
i :30 
2:00 ~OTHERWmLE 
2:30 
3:00 ~mmMELSNGW 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
SANFORD AND SON 
THE GONG SHOW 
. 
.I, nqlRA WINOS 
WORDSMITH - 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
TWO CENTS WORTH 
Amr r.k~r 
~S WE SEE IT 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
I&~IDE-OUT 
rRULY AMERICAN 
~=ASURE UP 
BREAD AND BUT- 
MAKING MUSIC 
NINE'S JOURNAL . 
SPEAKOUT 
S ~  STREET 
5:00 EMERGENCY MISTER ROGER 
JV  TYLER MOORE 5:30 ELECTRIC CO.ANY 
HOURGLASS 6:00 NEWS HOUR 
.6:30 
I SAN PEDRO BUMS 
THE TONY RANDALL SHOW 
THREE'S COMPANY 
'lr11E" ~ HUNTER 
S H O W  
me HAWAII . 
THE NATIOHAL 
4 
FINN. EDITION 
OPERATION PETTICOAT 
JULIE 
DONNY AND MARLS 
~* 
THE HELEN REDDy 
VEGAS SPECIAl. 
I 
SERPIC0 
CTV NEWS , 
NEVI5 HOUR FINAl. 
THe LA~ mOW 
"Rldlmnlml Exchl~t/, 
pert III 
7:00 
7:30 
SIGN OFF N ~ J L 
'8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
I '10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
L•11:30 
12:00 
ZOOM" 
BIG BLUE MARBLE 
M/4CNEIL-LEHRER 
CRCCKmTS OARDEN 
WASHINGTON WEEK 
WAIL STREET WEEK 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
'IXCKENS OF LOM~N' 
FOMYTE SAGA , .  
NEWS ~-  ~ " " ,  
NIGHTMARE' THEATRE I ~ 
"MszlUe ot me Red I~ lh"  
%, ' " . i  
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Suits and countersuits 
Hot paintings, 
CHICAGO (Reuter) - -  Tuesday's ruling came in 
The Sotheby Parke-Bernet a suit brought by Harding to 
auction house wu ordered force the return of art sent 
Tue~;day toreturn almost $I to Sotheby. The auction 
million worth of art objects house has filed a countersuit 
to a Chicago museum charging Harding with 
charged with illegally hying breaeh of contract. 
to sell them. - 
A local judge also ordered PLAN UNSUCCF, aMP'UL 
the New York firm to turn 
over to the George F. NEW YOP, IC (CP) -- Dan 
Harding Museum here Cameron Rodlll, author of 
about ~00,000 in proceeds the play, The Dry Season, 
from the sale of Harding Jum~:ed off the Brooklyn 
Brid~e AUg. 29, in hopes of 
attracting a producer for his 
.drama abodt the Vietoam 
pieces. 
Last year," Sotheby was 
enjoined from. selling 
Harding art after the State war. So far, the ply. has 
of Illinois brought suit been a failure and Rodill is  
against: the Museum for still recovering from 13 
allegedly violatin~ its broken • ribs, injuries he collapsed 
charter by trying to dispose ~gSet~edand ~ other 
of its collection, the 130-foot leap. 
Tie Ikst |am~s Ibsl~ i~ the Will 'p' 
It's time to call.your 
THEATRE 
PASSES I 
Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
~t--i'i~ are two Terrace phone number, s. 
Find them, and if one is yours you ve won 
-~  Pick up your  tickets at  the Herald office, 
I~  . 3712 KanumSt .  " . ~ . . .  
Tillicum TwinTheatres 1 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. ' ~ ,  PHONE 638-8111 I 
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
October 8-13 
The AFRICAN Com. 
re unities 11: West Afr lcar 
Kingdoms 
The role of trade and Impact of. 
Islam to the rise of quite dlf* 
forent African societies: the 
powerful and resplendent 
empires of Ghana,. Mall, and 
Slnghey. 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Atlantic Slave Tredel:Com. 
petition for Slaves 
Examines how alavory In the 
New - World differed 
significantly, from tradltlenel 
Nrlcen bondegn where the 
h'add developed and the method 
of commerce over the Atlantic. 
FRENCH CHEF 
"The Artichoke" 
Julia show how to buy, prepare, 
serve, and eat this formldabsi- 
looking dellvacy. (captioned for 
the hearing.Impaired) 
CROKETT'S VICTORY 
GARDEN 
Jim visits a surburban Am- 
stardom garden and gives tips 
on plant ing bulbs. 
of oll pain.ring 
Artist William Alexander, using 
his unusual "wet.enwet" oll 
painting technique, uses strong 
colors to create a sunset. 
Sat Oct 6 
EVENING AT SYMPHONY 
Muslc Dlroctor Selil "Ozawa 
conducts the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra In Bartok's "Muslc 
for Strlngs, Percusslan and 
Celesta" and Vleuxtemps' 
"Vioiln Concerto No. 5 •In a". 
Joseph Sllversteln is the vlollst 
sololst. 
FRENCH CHEF 
"Terrlnes and Pates" 
If you can make a meetloaf, you 
can make a pate. It's easy 
ground meat flavored with 
herbs and wine, baked in ,a 
mold. 
"robin Hood Part 1" 
History noblest outlaw takes to 
the forest with Is men In this 
dellghful children's *classic. 
Robin Hood orphan son of a 
Late Earl, comes of age in the 
forest. Lady Marion enters his 
life and the marksman fall in 
love. 
NO HOHESTLY 
"The I=ects of LIfo" 
C.O.. a struggling youn actor, 
meets Clara, an ex-deb at a 
party. Between Clara's flighty 
dissertation end C.D.'s quick- 
draw wit they manage to fall In 
love. 
YHE LATE sHoW 1 
"OhlWhet a Lovely War" 
Paramount featur, e, no 
storYllne available. (C-2hr. 
4Stain.) 
THE LATE SHOW 11 
"Secret Of Dorian Grey" 
REBOP 
This multi.racial series for 
children 9.13 begins an encore 
season vlslthg Kelly, a nine. 
year-old tumbler, with the o, ly 
black trapeze team In the 
country. 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
135-557! or 
WF.NOY CL IBEETT  
L1B.2041 
Wanda 
MUSIC 
' " . . .  I s "  
Murray Sldlln, music director and Go l ia th  
of  the  New1 Haven Symphane . . . . . . . .  
Orchestra, hosts a sparkling, HOUSTON (AP) - -  A 
p;ayful end hlgly Instructive 9,000-pouhd/~clia~ elephant 
serles of tan half-hour programs led 10 po, ee cars on a wi ld 
for children which explore the chase through downtown 
world of music. Houston oil Tuesday before 
saturday night on 9 she was captm'ed--by a 100- 
"Canal Zone" 
This Fraderlck Wlseman block- Dound policewoman. 
buster documentary leeds off a "I ran up and grabbed her 
new fall series of major motion • around her .trunk and she 
pictures end current interest stopped," said Officer 
event~. The film focuses on the Wunda Boehm. 
dally life of the American The elephant, Big Lydia, 
residents of Canal Zone--a was being ua]eadod for a 
scenario played out against the circus performance. She 
background of treaty was biahtoned by  a police 
ne~tlatlan between the U.S. siren and took off, causing 
end the Panama. .damage at several stops. 
The Other Side ofMidnight 
MATINEE .... October 8 
Five Weeks in a Balloon 
"2 3&6 
NlW ARCHIm AN[ 
i 
I AN TH| _.n.nm~A_TES 
111UNDER 
CS=A~r~i4 i LNr t  Rr~ i~ l JE  
CIRCLE SGUARE 
Pg_ _ .~J~TS_ AND P O ~  
n I 
GREEN DQUU DECKER 
THE uE_n HAND GANG 
EXlq.ORE~ 
SATURDAY MOVIE 
"Hound el 1111 Bilakln0111or' 
HOT Flmnm 
THE SATURDAY MOVIE 
• SATURDAY/MATINEE 
"Ham, el the Oame', 
NFB FII.N4 
C.I~hU. FQOTULL,' 
"11111 Pkmure el His Com. 
m pmn~'  m | 
m=lAT AMER. QAME HORSE RACE ' 
THIS IS THE N IL  SP__~__ 19W 
AIM!..us~_ WORLD 
WILORI~ 
.THE ~ SHOW •~ 
11fll BIONIC WOMAN 
SA'I1NII~Y NIGHT 
SATURDAY EVENINa.  hmA~ 
.l.p.,.,aW 
....mJnxm r~oucATI~ 
BILLY GRAHAM 
WORLD OF W I I  
RICHARD mRS 
"PJo LdW' , SlmaAL 
; "Souml of His ~s i¢"  
THE NATIONAL ~ NATIONAL 
. WmmZ~D . .mAN 
Stare Richard Todd, Helmut SATURDAY Oonsu, 
Berger. Student sells his soul so . . . .  . ..: I:EATUREz 
he/may remain youthful while ' - .S SlNt.MWIE • , 'qlw ~*~ d emilio ~ 
his dissipation eppeari only an 
his parfait. (C.2hr) . ,,~o.0 ~ ~ "am saint FImmn~l,, 
7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
9 P.M. 
October 8 Viva Knieval 
October 9-10 
Fire Sale 
October 11.13 
Mr. Billion 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10 :30  
I1:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
I :00 
1230 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 • 
5:30- 
6:00 
6:30 
X:O0 
7:30 
8:00 
0:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30. 
I1:0~l 
11:30 
12:00 
4 
mine ON KJWUA 
I.L~r~ GO 
KIDSTUFI: 
DALE HARNEY SHOW 
"W BIZ 
JOURNAl. INTERNATIONAL 
. CHRISTIAN REFORM 
,RED FISHER SHOW 
DISCOVER " 
N.L STAR WRESTLING 
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
NEWS HOUR. 
THE SWISS FANMLY 
a:l, i:DimL~t,4, 
i 
THE BIONIC W01bUtN 
'CIV Naws 
.I , -  
9 
i 
ONCE U i~ A C I~C 
i b l lCL ' l~ l  
rmulCH CHEF 
CONSUMER SUmnVN. mT 
UUAS, YOGA AND YOU 
IDEA THING 
DANIEL r~,~l"K 
DIL PAJNTING 
FIRING l INE 
evemNO AT sTe~moNv 
FRENCH CHEF 
ONCE UPON A CI.ASSlC 
NOVA 
i I 
i 
NO HGHi:~TLY 
. SATURDAY NIGHT Otl 9...t_ . . , , . .  
,,¢mml Zme" 
**o , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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Clothed in a 
romantlc mood 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Canada's top pret-a-porter 
designers unveiled theiz 
1978 spring and summer 
collections Monday and it's 
clear they want to keep 
women clothed in a 
romantic mood. 
The soft, flowing dress in 
gauzy cotton or shimmering 
silk jersey dominated the 
Fashion Designers 
Association of Canada show 
presented to an overflow 
crowd of several hundred. 
The association has 20 
fullfledged members with 
their own labels and 12 
associates who are noted 
designers, but without a 
label of their own. 
Whatever Paris might 
decree, Canadian designers 
want women to float through 
spring and sum:~er in 
feminine . fashions often 
reminiscent of the ante- 
bellum South or Hollywood 
in the '30s. 
Gear, metallic jewelry, 
obvious synthetics; hard- 
BLACK PERSPECTIVE 
ONTHE NEWS 
Leading black journalists esk 
penetrating questions for an 
incisive duscusslon on the 
emerging black role in our 
society today. 
MAKING TELEVISION 
DANCE 
Choregrapher Twyla Tharp 
explores the creative 
relationship between television 
technolgy and dance. Featured 
is a television premiere of a 
major new work "Country 
Dances", performed by Ms. 
Tharp and four dancers from 
her company plud a special 
appearacne by Mlkhall 
Baryshnlkov. 
EVENING AT SYMPHONE 
"Wagner and Beethoven" 
The Boston Symphony Or- 
chestra and Music Dlrecotr 
Selll Ozawa perform Wagner's 
Overture to Tannhauser. An- 
dre.Michel Schub Is plan soloist 
In BEETHOVEN'S "Piano 
Concerto No. S In E F la t "  
"'A taste of Armageddon" 
Capt. Kirk and Mr. Spock 
become involved in an un. 
believable computer w 
SUNDAY THEATRE 
"Ballad of Andy Crocker" 
Stars t.ea Malors~ Jimmy Dean, 
Agnes Moorehead, Jory 
Heathertron. Recently 
discharged veteran of the 
Vletam War returns home ct. 
Texas to find the world he 
remembers dramatically and 
drastically changed. 
untamed frontier 
"Elba" 
The ocean floor beneath the 
Island of Elba In the 
Mediterranean, hold many 
surprises. 
LOTO CANADA 
Joyce Davlcison and Serge Le 
Prade co.host the fourth draw of 
Loto Canada live from Sher. 
brooks Quebec.. The draw in. 
cludes In addition to the 20 
regular loto draws, whlch In. 
clude twelve one.mllllon dollar 
prlzes, another 25 drawings for 
'extra plus' bonuses, at ~100,000 
each. 
CTV REPORTS 
GRIZZLY ADAMS 
"Howdy.do. I'm Mad Jack 
Mad Jack the cantankerous 
and coloufuI friend of Grizzly 
Adams, becomes trapped on a 
raft In ra~jlng rapids. He Is 
pulled overa thud, ring 
waterfall and becomes lost the 
churning water below. 
THE LATE SHOW ! 
"Fools" 
edged tailoring and 
anything suggestive of the 
tough-lady look are clearly 
out. 
Tops are generally loose- 
fitUng blousons or middys, 
sleeves are slightly puffy or 
cape-like and voluminous 
skirts rarely swirl above 
mid-calf. 
INDULGE DES IRE  
But despite all the fabric, 
designers indulged the 
natural desire to bare a 
summer tan with strapless 
bodices and off-theshoulder 
blouses for daytime wear 
and plungin~ backs in some 
of the slinkier evening en- 
sembles. 
Pants were fashioned in 
everything from chiffon to 
burlap and were often 
gathered by drawstrings at 
the waist and ankles. 
Accessor ies  included 
widebrimmed natural straw 
hats, chiffon flowers for the 
I I I 
3 days 2 nites 
in Vancouver 
|usf $ .2s 
From Sept. 15, 1977 to  June 1, 1978 
i 
-PLUS-  
Plus 5% 
Room Tax 
$1.00 
Per Person 
double occupancy 
BREAKFAST2 MORNINGS AND A FULL 
COURSE STEAK DINNER IN HY'S AT THE SANDS 
• WHO SA I'$ IT TAKES A LOT OF MONEY 
TO HA VE A GOOD TIME? 
hair, and a large scarf or 
stole casually draped over a 
shoulder or tied at the hip. 
the amercian house 
"The American House es 
Shelter" 
Focuese on the house es a 
membrane to protect he family 
from unacceptable external 
conditions and examines the 
efficiency o f  new building 
materlald over the years. 
GREAT PERFORMANCES 
"The Marriage Of Figaro" 
Great Performaces opens its 
fifth season with Mozart's 
classic opera of mistaken 
identities in love affairs. In this 
television speclah Karl Bohm 
conducts the Vienna Phllhar- 
monlc Orchestra with a 
distinguished Internatlon cast 
that features Mlrella Frenl, 
Hernamm Prey and Dlstrlch 
FISCHER+Dieskay. 
FOR TOLL FREE RESERVATION CALL: 
U.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...800.255. 050 
CANADA . . . . . . .  ! 12.800.262-3330 
t 
1765 0 
VSG 11 
On English Bay At Stanley Park 
INVENTOR TOOTHY 
Waldo Hanchett invented 
the modern dentist's chair 
in 1848. 
2 3&6 
GARDENING WITH ED 
NF'L "/7 IT IS wRn'rEN 
i 
NIIC FOOlliALL U TYME GOSPEL HR. 
CFL (Sask, at Monlreel) 
FOOllMLL 
,'Sime • New re in . ,  
m 
MEEllN ~ 
THE SUNDAY MOVIE 
"N0rlh to A/Nka" 
~nn.D mNm~A 
KLAHANlU 
i 
~m 
THE BIONIC MAN 
MAN M.IVE 
MONIY MAKImS 
IDORAL JUNDI.B 
/~EET THE PRESS HYMN SING 
REACH FOR THE TOP 
SURVIVAL WORLD OF DISNEY • .- 
HaW COt~E 
H~k~NDERIqJL. WORLD OP 
DISNEY 
TED PRYSTAY 
MANAGER 
~lmOW 
"A taw SNry" 
~.au_  
PlVE STAR MOVIE 
l t m ~  
I 
komoA 
KING OF KENSII~I'ON 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
SIDESTREET 
el  
MARKImq.AcE 
~E ~0NAL_ 
SUNOAY MYSTERY MOVIEj 
"11W imam. Lady', 
i 
9:00 
.9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30.  
12:00 
12:30 
I:OO 
1:30 
2:GO 
2:30 
3:OO 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30.  
5:00 - 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:GO 
7:30 
O:00 
8:30 
9:GO 
9:30 
10:GO 
Io:3Q 
moo 
11:30 
12:00 
GORILLAS ' LARGEST height and weigh 300 to 400 
Mature male gorillas, pounds; females reach only 
largest of the great apes, 
average only six feet in half this height, 
4 9 
"SEARCH 
ERNEST ANGLEY . 
ORAl. ROBERTS 
DAY OF DISCOVERY 
IT IS ~I~ITIrEN 
~ o  
.~u~ 
HARDYI(~J4MIMCY 
SUNDAY THEATRE 
"lmllad  #ady Oroclar" . 
~ R  SNGW 
,ou,~mm,,~, ,,. 
um'~ IqLQNTIMt 
CAJqTOL OOM~,MHHT 
HARDY BOYS 
i 
SIXMIUL.ION DOLLAR MAN 
GRIED.y ADAMS 
CIV NIWS 
NOVA HOUR PlNN, 
SiESPAt S11~ . 
T 
THE WlCAN / 
~AAIk~uwiAPNNO THIi 
m r v ~ w m ~ A n  CN4L ID  
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
nEWW 
wAu.-ml~ W~ 
GREAT PERFORM/m~ 
• _'~w..w~n'i~n  meero'~-" 
ACK PERSPECTIVE ON 
OERAVm. SOCCmR 
• ~JNG TELEVISION 
EVENING AT SYAUSHONY 
MASIl~PIICE THF.AI#B 
'maams oi. Lm~mr 
VISIONS 
• I 
11111 LATE SHOW I "The PvelMall's Anlwt,, 
,,Foals" LATE MOVIll ' 
f 
t 
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Reconciling tradition and society 
Believingin the cycle of.life 
NIAGARA-ON-THE- interpret history. After the "direct descendant of indians belief, with black and yellow breathes inpeople who lack 
LAKE,  demonstrations he talks who fought under Gen. Isaac in a pattern representing knowledge, and they leave 
Ont. (CP) -- Sandy Baird' with the classes, explaining Brock. He is concerned that strength and unity in a refreshed with un- 
recently dragged a relue- the rationale for what took if he doesn't work hard his culture living among other derstanding. 
tant soldier, a deserter, place. Afterwards, the culture will die. But he lays cultures. He explained that Indians 
back to certaindeath at the youngsters have a different no blame for the gradual The design is based on the believe in the cycle of life. 
bands of his regiment in perspective on Indian life. disappearance of his poplar tree, the most sen- When an Indian kills a deer, 
exchange for blankets: Baird is one of a growing culture. • sittve tree on earth, and the he prays for its spirit, uses 
weapons and cooking number of Canadian Indians He has spent he last six deerhide represents the all its parts to survive and 
equipment. Before that he who are redefining their years studying the culture brotherhood fliving things, never takes more than he 
came to town to trade ideals in terms of their and his search has taken NOTHING WASTED needs. When the Indian dies, 
venison for saltperk and 
beef. 
Baird, a 24-year-old St. 
Catharines man, works at 
Fort George lecturing on 
Indian culture and showing 
classes of school children 
what life was like for In- 
dians and soldiers at the 
time of the War of 1812. 
Through re-enactments 
and demonstrations, beand 
other staff at Fort George 
heritage and reconciling a him to reserves for talks It takes ix hides to make his body enriches the 
life based on tradition with with other Indians who have a costume, and each animal ground, creating a balance 
that of modern society, strong feelings about their is completely utilized-- for growing plants which 
While some Indians opt for heritage. , bones make needles and are then eaten by the deer. 
isolationism or criticize the Although in St. Catharines decorations, feet become a Baird was raised as the 
establishment, he is taking Baird would probably be knifesheath, sinew becomes son of a traditional 
his message to thousands of found in jeans, his Fort thread and meat and fat are Canadian family. 
youngsters through is work George clothing is a used for cooking. But Baird embarked on 
at Fort George. reflection of his life, he said. Baird said he considers the search for his heritage 
WOULD PRESERVE CUL- His band-beaded eerskin Fort George not a piece of aftr high school. 
TURE jacket has blue for the sky history but a living animal "Everything has a place," 
Baird is a Cayuga Indian and red for the earth. White with the 30 people who work hesaid, "and I'm looking for 
of the Iroquois nation, a symbolizes a purity in in it being its parts. It a place." 
! 
I I l BREAKFAsT:TuEsH .-FERI.-7AM-10AM I 
111f ]  ~ DINNER - TUES. - FRI. - 5PM-10PM 
I ~-~. .~ " ~  SAT. & SUN.. BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DIN- I 
• ~ I [ " I  • dh (o) NER IOAM.IOPM ~ . I  I" - I l i  ~ i ~ ~ (INTERNATIONAL) CLOSICD"O"O" ,+ . , , , . . ,  I 
• ' . l l i I i i I I U KALUM MOTEL. i 
i 41,4F 41,41,J1,41,41,41, - -  - - - - - - - - - -  . : . Hwy,  16 W. Terrace 
624-262i or 624-3359 
l i t  ItVll. W. I t  6th SL 
LA GONDOLA 
DINING ROOM 
& DRIVE-IN 
npROBABLY THE BEST" 
LAKILSE 
.~  -WE MAKE. i 
... ~$ II.t~ LOT OF THINGS BETTER H O T E L  
~i~g//! Bruce & Vebble 
'~+:~,~ Carruthers THE PLACE 
~+~.+:: Owners FOR" 
~ , ~  4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
~[~ " 636-1100 WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
rAKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME BANQUETS 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE  .sanaman Bill_ 
iNTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
MON.SAT. S PM - 11 PM 
[ :!: ;RE~LSTOKE 
:: Li~dod on south side of 
~.~: Revoistoke on Hlghw!y 1; 
~.IndoorCoultyard,-Pool and
~ :iS!un~ Banquets for 150. 
"~/; :i~::". ,::'.:': :Boot ~ . 
BusJnessmela'S 
L elr 
at Noon in the" Dining Room 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
SHOPPERS 
Porkchop & Mushroom Sauce 
-~with Baked Potato 
end Oreim Salad 
POols, hubs 
Kilclmet~ 
Sound Pnlof 
Rooms 
• ~CHA R-BROILED STEAKS 
, 4736 Lakelse Ave. Terraee 
 E,TO E. 
Char-Broiled Steak $2.99 
Including: BAKI~D POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $4.99 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39' 
Jumbo Shrimp DinneP $ 2.99 
Chopped Beef Dinner $:139 
The Mikeburger $ ! .39 
,~n ¢s.s.sumJ:eT ~-o CN~NaS W,VNOU'T NOYI.CS 
+ D*""lsl 
1111ff"';.,",:';,':.,'. 
Pheae 448-8141 
1 
RESTAURANT 
¢~|I~E'~tF., & CANADIAN FOOD 
10 am to tam Monday • Saturday 
11 am to 10Pro Sundw 
PHONE 6 3 5"6111 
4642 Lazelle West of CFTK 
m m m m m  
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THE 3:00 movie 
"Speedway 
EIIvs Presley, Nacy Slnatra, 
Bill Blxby, GAle Gordon, 
William Schallerr. Stock driver 
with generous impulses and 
wastrel manage, finds himself 
c;wlng the IRS SlkS,000 In back 
taxes. Filmed at the Charlotte 
N.C. Speedway. 
NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT 
THE MOVIES 
"Kil ler on Board" 
A mysterious virus, that causec~ 
the deaths of some of the crew 
members and passengers, 
sprea d terror and panic on 
board a luxury cruise ship. 
Oscar -w inner  Beat r i ce  
Starlght. Claude Aklns, george 
Hamilton, Franck Converse, 
'Jane Seymour, Susan Howard, 
Patty Duk Astln, and Murray 
Hamlltlon star in the World 
Premelrt drama filmed aboard 
the SS Monterey in Hawaii and 
whlleen route to San Francisco. 
KCTS 9 Monday Oct 10 
laugh.IN 
Emmy-wlnner Bea Arthur is 
the spal¢al guest star and Henry 
Fonde, Roger Moore, tennis 
star Ille Nastase, Seals and 
Crofts and Rodney Allen Rlppy 
make cameo appearance 
Joining the 12.member reper- 
tory company. +rodney is now 
nine years old.- Arthur hears 
confessions as Mother Ann, the 
first woman priest. .She will 
also sing "1 Am Woman" on 
both halves of a split screen;on 
one side goreously gowned and 
coiffed, on the other side In a 
rumpled bathrobe and shower 
cap.. the second of six specials 
produced by George Schlatter. 
. . . . . . .  Queen 
of the 
2 3&6 
SEATI1.E TO~4Y 
¢ 
~EI~ OF FORTUNE 
II KNOCKO~ 
TO SAY THE Ls=~r 
ILC. SCHOOLS 
MP.. ' ONESSUP 
SlUAME STREET 
HOLL.Y~OD SQUARES ~ MCLEAN SHOW 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
I DREAM OF J~ IE  
THED0¢TOES ' C lq .  FOOTIUU.L 
ANOTHER WORLD • "lMnnip!g M Edmm14m" 
THE 1 WCLO¢K NOVIE 
"Smd~y" 
THE NEWLYWED GAME 
HEWS 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
HOLJ.YI~OO SQUARES 
LAUGH.IN SPECIAl. 
MON. NIGHT AT NOVIES 
"Kilkr cll Baird" 
NEVAERVICE 
TONIGHT SHOW 
I S H O W  
I"AKE 30 
AFTER FOUR 
RYAN'S HOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
HOURGLASS 
HOLLY~OO SQUARES 
THE MARY TYLER MOOME 
~l~ s~w 
~R~fl" PAGE ~ ' 
SUPERSPECIAL: 
"~ne my"  
NEWSMAGAZINE 
MAN ALIVE 
THE NATIONAL 
N MINUTES LIVE 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
!:00 
1:30 
2:00 • 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:OO 
6:30  
I :00  
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:OO 
9:30 
10:00 
~0:39 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
4 9 
" ~mroFmmm RIADEIIS CUIm 
JOYCE nAVlDWN SHOW FIRST RLMS ON SaM 
OKTOBERFEST PARADE 
BYOGA 
iT's YOUR m 
NOONNL~rJ HOUR 
i 
MOVlII: 
ELE¢TmC CEMPNIY 
STORIES OI  AMERICA 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
MEASURE UP  
"Hiklclc" 1~O CENTS WORTH 
MIS PeR MUSIC 
UNLIMITED 
ALAN HANEL SHOW 
SANI~ID AND SON 
~ , ~  SHOW 
EMERQENCY 
BOBIW VINTON SHOW 
i 
HEA~m HUNTERS 
REACHING GUY 
WASHINOTON WEIB¢ 
MAIN~¥~eAMI  N~ THE 
erv~PTI ~nu~ CHILI) 
SiSANIB STRIEET 
MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC ¢0MPANY 
NEWS 'I00M' 
BIG BLUE MARBLE • 
MACNEILAImmm 
¢TV NIE~ 
THE AMI[BICAN HOU~E-- 
NQVA 
AGE OF ~AIh 'TY  
QNF.DIN lINE 
THE OICK CAVVETT SHOW 
NO HONESTLY 
M LATI! IHOW 
,,Imimmm Exclm~ 
........ Promises good behaviour 
Committing khawlat at 117 
ALOR STAR, Malaysia Lebai Omar, who looks Doyah, who was fined 200 court advised the pair to 
J'~J" ~~111~'~ (Renter) - -  An  instructor in younger than the age stated ringgit ($80) recently for the  marry after the end of the 
martial arts, reputedly aged on his identity card, pleaded same offence, is serving a 
117, was freed on a promise - . . - .  ,.. ,~  o~..~e that he twomonth jail sentence month when the woman's 
COPENHAGEN (~d) )  - -  of  good behavior for one s--.= . . . . . .  o . * because she was unable to 
A deluxe edition of J.R.R. • . . . .  D n ~7 -~-~-  Tolkien's trilogy L rd of the yeerTuesday for the offence had lived out of wedlock . . , k .  ~ .~ reconciliation period with 
of khawlat--close wire mvorcee tmyan a her husband ends under 
Rings with lllustratio.ns.by proximity--with a divorced between June 26 and Aug. Aflerpa~s/ngsenteneethe Moslem law. Lebai prom- 
the queen of Deumaric uss woman of 40. 12. chief religious official of the ised they would do so. 
sold out, the book's 
publisher said Tuesday. 
The 37-year-old queen, ~ ~ , ~ ~  
Margrethe Alexandrine 
Thorhildur In,rid, belongs 9 
te the worid, de  oliow g ' 3&6 4 
of Tolkien, the late Oxford " 
professor who created a cult SEa~U mDA,/ IN mum 9:00 ART OF CO~aNO Tma.Y 
with his tales of medieval 9:30 .: jo~n nA~i  S~W ~ uuu~,r .b  
myths and legends. 
The queen, using the 
pseudonym Ingahlld Grath- 
mer, drew 80 black-and- 
white illustrations for the 
1,500 numbered copies of the 
special edition that sells for 
$165, the Forum Publishing 
Housesaid. 
A s~okesman said the true 
idenUty of the artist was 
leaked accidenL~lly but he 
did not deny that he queen's 
link to the book helped boost 
prepublieation sales. 
Sources aid the queen did 
the drawings "just for the 
fun of it" before ascending 
to the throne, in 1972. She 
mailed them privately to 
Tolkien, with whom she  
corresponded until his death 
in 1973. 
A Forum Publishing 
House representative came 
across the drawings in the 
archives of London's Folio 
Society and secured "them 
for the limited edition, a 
company spokesman said. 
The books are to go on sale 
here Friday. 
The publishing house 
spokesman said the  queen 
was paid "'just llke any 
other  l i ly,at_or,:' b~d 
fee was being oona~:  
charity. He did not say how 
much the fee was. 
~n4,~ oF FOrtUNE CM~XAN SmOOLS 10:00 JF.AN ¢ANN~ ~,,V 
i 
KNOCK.n" ~.~ ORmSUP " 10:30 D~M~ON 
sEs~m STREET 11 : 00 TO SAY THE L~a_rr 
THE OOflG SHOW 
HDI.LYViOOD SQUARES 
DAYS OF OUR LIWES 
THE DI)CiORS 
AHOTHER WORLD 
¢YRN~O 
SPECIAl. TREAT 
NAME THAT TUNE 
RICHARD PRYOR SPE~!_al 
OICI( CLARWS QOOO OLD 
DAYS 
NEWS 
| l~n"  sllow 
TOMORROW SHQW 
EDS MO.EAN SHOW 
cp¢ .sws 
I DRF.4M OF JEANNIE . 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
RYNCS HOvE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE THIRIY 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
PENCIL BOX 
FUNTSTONES 
WORLD SERIES GAME 
SPORTS TIM 
NEWS HOUR 
THE MARY TYLER MOORE 
THE MUPPET SHOW 
LAVERNE & SHIRLEY 
SCIENCE MAGAZINE 
ALL IN THE F,4V~ILY 
THE I~TIONN. 
N MINUTES LIVE 
El.~TwJC CQMP/iNY 
COVER TU COVIm 
KAREENS YOGA MUSIC PLACE 
IlVS YOUR MOVE AS ~ SEE IT 
NOW# NEWS HOUR ELECTRIC ¢QMPANY 
MOVIE AM11NEE M IS FOR MUSIC 
"11e Spy KIIklr" THE MUSIC PLACE 
ALL ABOUT YOU 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
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1:30 
2:00 
3:30 
3:00 
3:30 
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4:30 
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ANOTHEIt ~ .D  ~I IMST I  CS 
• THE WORD SHOP 
~m ~ s.ow TH! ~ ~ i i~cE .  
THE BLACK F.~-ImlENCE 
SANFORD N~D SON SEASAME .~ltEm' 
THE OONG SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
NL~VSHOUn- 
i 
STARS ON ICE 
i 
SEARCH AND RESCUE 
MR. ROGERS' NEIGH. 
__w~._HQC'MD 
ELEClTHC COMPANY 
ZOOM 
LEHRER REPORT 
i 
Hi~::5 JOURNAL 
MAN F'-m~v~ ATLANTIS A ~t~ DISSONANCE lIKE 
i 
SIMlrCH SEABRQQK. SO Y~ NEED 
MONTY F~I~ON 
LOU OP~.  
C1N HEMB 
t~*~ HmXt FINAL 
IHI! LATIE SHOW 
i "  "" 
;-',;~.* 11m G,~pped Bim~' 
i '  
THE OICK CAV~ SHOW 
LATINO ~,,;~a~m,idM 
~Te roW|  
lY like 
to help pu Kids 
bgto  0 0 
. .  . , ,  
When you're only six years old and it's your first Hallowe'en for 
UNICEF, those "buts" can really hurt. Like "1 meant to get 
some change but . . . "Or  "Sure I care about kids but . . . "  
Those little spooks and goblins know thai 
collected in their orange and black boxes 
often means the difference between life 
and death to a small, friendless human 
somewhere in this world. 
So at Hallowe'en, when the young voices 
call "Trick or Treat for UNICEF", 
please don't give them any "buts." 
Help them to show their concern for 
the world's destitute children by 
putting a few coins in the UNICEF 
box. That kind of caring is desperately 
needed in our world today. 
/ 
Terse curse or a short verse 
Sorry about swearing at the kids 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) -- 
Some S~ttle-area children 
calling the public library's 
24-hour story-telling number 
have gotten a terse curse 
instead of a short verse. 
Apparently the 
youngsters have been 
misdiallihg the library's 
number;," reaching instead 
Hill Refrigeration Corp., 
which has a humber similar 
to that of Dial-A-Story. 
"Please tell everybody we 
heist of the Bank of It!ay. (C. 2 
hr) 
NHL WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
HOCKEY 
Vencower at New York to play 
Negrl's Music SlOop. 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
A cop chases a ,half shouting 
"Stop stork" In a fact-paced 
Introduction to the "st"  con- 
sonant blend. 
BIG BLUE NU~RLBE 
Vis!ts some wacky fllmemakers 
In Paris, E camel breeder in 
India and the "Double Dutch" 
"Jump Roping Contest In New 
York City 
THE DICK CAVETT SHOW 
Emmy Awes.d-winning TV host 
Dick Cavefl returns to nightly 
television. A new $2.week 
series of interview programs 
will feature Cavett doing what 
he does best: conducting an 
animated forum of Ideas, 
humor and Interviews with well- 
known personalities from the 
arts, show business and public 
affairs. 
THE LATE SHOW 111 
"Devil af my Heels `` • 
Stars Saml Frey, Francolse 
Hardy. Youn Sicilian 
arlstrocrat, stripped of all hff 
property by a former gangster 
pursues the ganster wlfh a 
thirst for vengenace. 
THE LATE SHOW 11 
"The Conadlans" 
Stars Robert Ryan, John 
Denver, Torln Thatcher. Three 
Canadian Mounties convice the 
mighty . Sioux who had 
destroyed Custer, to walk the 
path of peace or be driven back 
to the U.S. (C.lhr. ~mln.) 
THE LATE SHOW I! 
"Black Sabbath" " '  
"Stars boris Karioff ,  Mark 
Damon. ' Three. different 
suspense*stories, 'A Drop of 
Water', 'The Telephone' ana 
'Werdalak'. (C: 2hr.) 
• THE LATE SHOW I I I  
"How to Rob the Bank of italy,, 
Stars France. Frachi, Clcclo 
• Ingrassla. Two here.brained 
brothers, dstermlned to become 
big.t ime crooks, hllarlousl) 
bumble the!r way through 8 
are sorry about swearing at 
the kids, but we just can't be 
reading Peter Cottontail to 
them," said the firm's 
manager, Gordon Griggs. 
"We have to get these kids 
off to get ourwork done." 
JAzJ UJ "~.JUU.~' 
the Rangers. 
CI"V MOVIE OF THE WEEK 
"Hatter Fox" 
Starring Ronnle Cox. A 17-year- 
old Navaho indian 9irl Is caught 
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.se~n.n XOOAY 
JIM'S TACKLE SHOP 
Quality Fresh and Salt Water Fishing Tackle 
"Hardy-Fenwick- Ambassadeur - Algonquin 
Quick- Richmake" 
Fly Tying & Rod Building Sul)plies 
Souvenirs & Local Crafts 
. Our prices are fair 
. Shop & Compare 
41.20 Hwy. 16 East 635-947| 
I mm - 
Not progressing musical ly 
BTO. breaks up 
MOOSE JAW, Sask. (CP) 
-- For the second time in his 
long career in music, Randy 
Bachman has left a suc- 
cessful reck 'n' roll  band to 
pursue a career on his own. 
Bachman, the •driving 
force behind Bachman- 
• Turner Overdrive (BTO), a 
band that experienced 
PNohenomenal success in 
rth America nd Europe, 
confirmed in an interview 
that he and the other three 
members of BTO have gone 
their separate WayS. 
The Winnipeg native bad 
left the Guess Who in the 
early 1970s, when the band 
was the No. I recording 
group in North America, 
after playing with the group 
since his teens. 
Then, as now, leaving the 
hand was the result of a 
difference of philosophy. 
between two cultures. 
INDIAN SUMMER 
LooKs at life In small Santa 
When he left the Guess 
Who, it was four years after 
his conversion to the Church 
of LatterDay Saints 
(Mormon) and he left 
behind a drug and alcohol- 
oriented •world he could no 
longer accept. 
With the breakup of BTO, 
Bachman is leaving a band 
he thinks is no longer 
progressing musically. 
PLANS OTHER AC- 
TIVITIES 
Bachman had never 
thought of BTO lasting a 
long time. A band that lasts 
three to five years is lucky, 
he said. 
"You can end up killisg 
yourself through the 
pressure of being No. 1." 
Leaving the band means 
Bachman can spend more 
time pursuing other-musical 
interests 
Anne Indian pueblo through the 
eyes of a spunky young boy 
Ervan, who whiles away his 
summer hard at play with his 
friends and family. 
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I 
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' d 
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,~:',. 
' "11 
i~ l  t 'uu l  
: ".,;..~ 
' i~op.m~ sNGW 
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NOON NEWS HQUR 
MOVIE; 
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6:00 
SPORTS WIEI EK 
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CKI.P.S. ' • 
WHERE THE SKY BEGINS 
AU. IN THE FAMILY 
• THE NATIONAl. 
~o ~NUTES UVE 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
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10:00 
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11:00 
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12:00 
GRIZZLY ADAMS 
EIGHT IS ENG~kT~ 
CTV MOVIE OF THE Y~.EK 
"i~;;i ,-  FOx" 
• cw NEWS 
h~'~ HOUR FINAL. 
THIn ~re  ~ i 
"Five r-/.,:., In • nJ~';.~_o'~ 
I 
'SURVIVAL. ECONOMICS " 
SELF I NCORPOIF~TEG 
Lq.~.~i~. C~'.=';..~f 
BREAD AND BUT.'rERFUES 
.COVER 10 COVER 
AS WE SEE IT 
• ELECTRIC COMPANY 
SPINNING STORIES , , , ,  - -  
(:OVER 10 COVER 
M IS FQR MUSIC 
$¥C, qcl ES OF AMERICA 
MAKING MUSIC 
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- {; Waldle-   heasby vows spoken 
w__ s of  ther o-. 
Waldieo &h~htsr of Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Waldle and ~::~i 
of Mr. and  Mrs. Sld 
Sheasby. ~ :~,~ 
Date: July 30, 1977 at 3:30 .... 
in the afternoon 
Church: St. Matthews : 
Angi/ean Church, Rev. S. 
Inouye officiating ann ii! 
Stewart MeCallum organist. ~i: 
The church was decorated ii~ 
with ribboned candelabra 
and yellow gladiolus. 
Bride given in marriage 
by her father, wore a white ~:~ 
floor lengtth gown of ~ 
organdy over taffeta 
decorated whith white 
emboridered aisies. It 
featured short cape aleeves ~ 
and a long train and a ~ 
chnpel veir. Her jewllery ~ 
included a pearl necklace . . . . . . .  
worn by her mother at her and wore matching blue 
wedding. hats. They carried bouquets 
The brides bouquet was of yellow and white damiss. 
yellow roses and English Goom attired in light blue 
Ivy. The Ivy was taken suit and whit ruffled shirt. 
from a plant started by a His boutonniere was a 
piece of svy taken from her yellow rosebud. 
mother's wedding bouquet, an~est Man,. Dennis Willian 
Maid on Honour. smter 
Karen Waldie, wore a floor Ushers, Tom Sheasby and 
length gown of yellow nylon Wes Woodcock dressed in 
over taffeta, trimmed with suits matching the grooms. 
whie daisies with matching The outommieres were 
yellow hat. She earriest a yellow daisies. 
bouquet of white and yelloe Reception: held at 
dsisses. Thornidll Hall which was 
Bridesmais, sisters Gwen decoreated.with yellow and 
and Janet Waldie, wore blue streamers and bells, 
identical floor lingth gowns included a dinner and 
of blue nylon over taffeta dance. Music was provided 
trimmed with white daisies by Wolf Desmet and the 
Living rckot 
scares customers 
catering was done by Mrs. 
Marge Fusbery. 
Wedding cake was bake~ 
by the bride's mother anc 
decorated by Mrs. Florrit 
Bailey. Table covered by 
lace cloth made by the 
bride's great grandmother. 
Yellow and blud candies and 
yellow rosebuds decorated 
the bride's table. 
• Receiving uests with the 
bridal~urty were parents of 
the bride and groom. The 
mother of the bride wore a 
flier length gown of blue 
polyester and mother of the 
groom wore a floor length 
• gown of pale blue polyester 
with white accents. 
Brides going, away outfit 
THREE FROM 
ALBERTA 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Three Albertans were 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) -- 
A woman shopper may have 
had the shock of her life 
when she roached over to 
feel the sweater on a 
department store manne- 
quin. 
"She suddenly realized 
that the flesh of the man- 
nequin was warm. She 
screamed and came about 
beyond the range's weste~ 
boundary. 
Since the 1950s, they have 
been evacuated uring tes! 
firings by U.S. and foreigr 
launch units under an 
agreement that com. 
pensates, them for the in- 
convemence .  
For vacating their land 
for UP to 12 hours, a family is 
paid $33 for each adult and 
$16.50 a child, pl,.m mileage. 
Each rancher also receives 
among nine Canadians 
given special recognition at 
the seventh world children's 
art exhibition in Tokyo this 
summer. Brenda Demkiw of 
Vegreville received a 
special J~laque and medal 
for a pamting she did when 
she was six years old; 
Michelle Cirone, 8, also of 
Vegrevllle, and Brian Land- 
revllle, a Grade 12 student 
fron~ Seba Beach, received 
medals for exceptional 
merit. 
Telegrams read from 
Calgary, Neloan ,Nekuep 
and Reveisteke. 
was a light 2 piece dress uit 
with flowered blouse. Her 
accessories were white and 
wore a corsage of red roses. 
Following the 
Honeymoon is Hawaii the 
couple reside on Kalum 
LAKe Drive in Terrace. 
Master of Ceremonies was 
Mr. Bill Reynolds, longthne 
family friend. 
Grace was said by Dr. Y. 
Lepp . 
Toast to the Bride by Mr. 
Buster Patterson 
Toast to the Bridesmaid by 
Mr. ens Williams 
Guest book looked after by 
Ju~ Reynolds and 
Cake passed by Lynn 
Patterson and Beth .Beyiion. 
COURSES OFFERED 
HALIFAX. (CP) -- The 
Centre for African Studies 
Out ot town relatives: Mr 
and Mrs. Sid Sheasby: 
Revelstoke and Vernon, 
parents of the groom. Mr 
and-Mrs,  W.T. Waldie,  b.n, 
ofti~ bride. 
R.A. Horswlll, Nelson, B.C. 
grandlmre_ nts of the bride. 
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn, New 
Denver, B.C. aunt and uncle 
of the bride. Mrs. Maxine 
Erickson, Dawson Creek, 
B.C. cousin of the bride. Mx 
and Mrs. Ed Beynon, 
,~astlegur, B.C. aunt and 
uncle of the bride. Rob, 
Cathy, and Beth Beynon, 
Castiegar, cousins of the 
bride. Mrs. Jean Owea. 
Nelson, 'B.C. great aunt of 
the bride. Mrs. Ruth 
Waldie, Robson, B.C. great 
aunt of the bride. Mr. and 
Mrs. Wayne Towel~ 
Makaim, Sask, aunt and 
uncle of the groom. 
Out of town guests: 
Mr. and Mrs. Wally 
Swanson, Vernon B.C. Mr. 
Jim Donaldson, Campell 
River, B.C. Mr and Mrs. 
Ben Graumann, Prince 
George, B.C. Mrs. Marg 
Austen, Prince George, B.C. 
Mr. Derek Rossinguol, 
Prince George, B.C. Mr. 
Tom Husoy, Prince George. 
Miss Shelley Wilcox, 
Vancouver, B.C. Mr and 
Mrs. Tom Armet, Prince 
0eorge, B.C. Mr. Mike 
Founder, Nanaimo, B.C. 
production. About 15,000- 
acres are grown annually, 
with the bulk of the 
two feet off the floor," said 
Beverly Kadow, who works 
as a nving doll. 
Ms. Kadow says her 
specialty is robot modempg, 
woridng alongside a regular 
mannequin and holding a 
pose for upte 40 minutes. 
Sometimes she winim or 
an .Q4mual nae-fee. 
WAYNE, N.J. (AP) - 
Two sisters, married to two 
brothers, ~ each given 
birth to eight-pound baby 
gir, ls, at hospital here. 
Im sti]I in a state of 
at DalhousieUniversity will production going for the 
be offering courses this fall fresh market. Carrot ira- 
for undergraduates a  well ports from the United States 
as graduates. Seminars held represent about 20 per cent 
every two weeks will follow of the volume consumed in 
four basic themes: pro. Canada, but are roughly 
colonial Nigeria, South Af- balanced by exports. 
rica in transition, BONES BROKEN 
Europeans in Africa and the WINNIPEG (CP) -- Dr. 
politieal ecenomy of Africa. Ihor Mayba, a leading 
Winnipeg or thaped ie  
YES, WE HAVE surgeon, has estimated that 
CARROTS . at least 120 young Winnipeg 
OTTAWA (CP) -- residents have suffered bro- 
Agriculture Canada repots ken limbs and flesh wounds 
that Canada is practically from skateboards this 
self-sufficient in carrot summer. 
Sci-fi replaces Rogers 
slightly shifts her pose to SEATTLE (AP) -- Just .ezrthly heroes, he said in an psyche. The Italian spng 
startle passing shoppers. lt s just great fun to hear shock," said Helen Driesse. ankidn and grownups of the interview, and people look to estemsokthe60stoekthe 
" ' 1940s looked to Roy Roger spacemen, lunar women same actions, the same 
people arguing about "I didn't expect it this and Gene Auiry as md interstellag monstegs plots and applied to them 
' " close." whether or not you re real, wholesome symbols in a ~or kicks and inspiratio;$ a 
she said. "That's the nicest Helen and "her sister decade of war and post-war "The 1930s, forexample, strong "sensory effect: 
compliment a freeze or Marie Driesse now "have i'ecovery, citizens of the were 'so economically sweat 
robot model can get, and four children each. 1970s arelooking toward the dreary, that glamour itself and heat and grit and 
you have to fight to keep The two babies, who are stars for their heroes. ~ecame a fictional ideal --  sand. 
from breaking the stone . still without names, were "I suspect.. ,  the science meninwhite hats, women in Because in the 60s we 
face to thank them." delivered four hours apart fiction hero has begun to brilliant lipsticks, lavisl were 
Friday by Dr. Keum Ho Joe. replace, and perhaps will ~ettings done on sound preoccupied with eensor~ 
BI-'~-HAM, N.M. (AP) -- Helen met her husband totally replace, the" stages -- its very unreality explorations." 
Ten toO0 times a year, Dale Jerry at her sister's wed- Westem's cowboy and the made it desirable. . As for the success of the 
end Judy" Muncy get up ding to Henry Driesse. She detective as the basis of 
before dawn, wake their two was maid of honor for Marie 
children and drive" 25 miles 
to Socorro because someone 
is firing a missile in their 
direction. 
The Muncys are among 
about 150 persons living 
along U.S. Highway 380 in 
the F IX  (Firing. in Ex- 
tension) area beyond the 
White Sands Missile Range 
northern boundary. More 
than 100 others live just 
and Jerry was best man for 
his brother Henry. 
LEAGUE GROWING 
HALIFAX (CP) -- The 
Catholic Women's League is 
a fastgrowing national 
organization, says its 
president, Ruth Menear. 
The league is a religious- 
base~ cultural and social 
• orguli/~tion, started in 1909, 
fantasy projection," says 
Gli Kane, ceator of the 
syndicated science fiction 
comic strip Star Hawks. 
"At one time the cowboy 
or the detective satisfied our 
need for a heroic American 
image. They no longer'do. 
Every generation has  its 
own idea of the heroic 
ideal--and for' its' own 
rnasonf." 
The world has ran out of 
COWBOY A HERO 
"In the 1940s the rodeo- 
type cowboy -- the Autrys 
alkt Roy Rogerses io2 8f)$n 
their fashiona0e cloth rig, 
pleasant- look-ing guy 
became acceptable im.ages 
of an American hero," he 
said. 
"In the 50s the Westerns 
went psychological, jist as 
the country became 
preoccupied with its 02n 
movie Star Wars and sci-fi 
comics, Kane said, "People 
are attracted by alter 
natives of their own lives: 
robots and monsters and 
giants and 57 varieties of llfe 
forms. We are drawn to the 
fantastic. 
"What I wanted was to 
create all of that against a 
background of massive 
technology, and lend it a 
sense of wonder. And of 
lyrScism." 
